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General Introduction
Aside from witnessing a massive growth of data and knowledge, science
has evolved to a stage where research is expensive and conducted by large
teams, as called big science. Such developments and changes have influ-
enced science policy deeply which have resulted in a necessity of comple-
mentary quantitative methods for research evaluation. Out of this ne-
cessity, bibliometrics was applied to science policy causing bibliometrics
to gain a different perspective. In other words, the task of the field has
switched from monitoring literature to being a pivotal aide for assessment
exercises of policy makers or scientific communities. As a result of this
evolution as called perspective shift by Gla¨nzel (2006), the field has trans-
formed into a tool for research evaluation and benchmarking. Additionally,
the focus of the field has shifted away from general or national trends to-
wards lower aggregations such as individuals, teams, institutes or regions.
In its contemporary role, where micro level assessments are dominant,
bibliometrics has crucial challenges and requirements that need to be met.
First, developing appropriate methods for different aggregation levels is
necessary. As a consequence of the shift away from information services
towards research evaluation, new fields of applications opened to the field.
Many bibliometric tools, designed for scientific information and informa-
tion retrieval, are now used in a context for which they were originally not
designed. In this sense, the Journal Impact Factor (IF) can be exemplified
as one of the most popular applied indicators. It was designed to compare
journals serving to select quality ones to Science Citation Index (Garfield
and Sher, 1963). However, it has been intensely used in the assessment of
individuals which might mislead the decision-makers as already stressed in
the literature. In addition to IF, h-index can be another example having
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many flaws on assessing individuals (Wouters et al., 2013).
Second, complete and high quality of data and solid methods are ut-
most important. Data at lower levels require the highest accuracy and the
maximum precision. While any sound list of publications and indicators
proved useful to inform scientists on active scholars or hot topics in their
research field, the same data compilation may be completely inappropri-
ate for the use of tasks, such as funding allocation, research grants or the
promotion of scientists. For example, when evaluating a researcher for a
funding application, overlooking highly cited papers will have very crucial
adverse consequences for the applicant. Therefore, in every individual or
paper based application, a fine-grained manual work is always necessary
in order not to miss any information or to incorrectly incorporate inform-
ation that does not belong to the scientist, department or institute under
study. In this context, it should be stressed that despite the availability of
cutting-edge information retrieval systems, it is not possible to get perfect
and fully automated applications for such contemporary bibliometric prac-
tices due to the no tolerance of missing any information as just mentioned
above. Therefore, in the micro assessment tasks, the evaluator will always
be exposed to manual work and should always be cautious and leverage
qualitative methods in addition to quantitative approaches.
Today, where bibliometrics stands is significantly different from where
it was when it emerged almost 40 years ago. In its role for science policy,
bibliometrics has the highest responsibility to deliver complete and accur-
ate assessments. However, carrying out evaluation is not an easy task due
to many factors significantly affecting the process. While quality, import-
ance and impact of publications are generally intended to be measured,
the evaluation criteria is not always the same and changes depending on
different conditions (e.g. goals, evaluators, stakeholders as commissioners,
evaluated items, aggregation level). So a fixed evaluation system or an ad-
equateness of one source cannot be mentioned when such fuzzy, complex
and complicated assessments are in question.
As the most used bibliographic sources, Clarivate Analytics Web of
Science (WoS) and Elsevier’s Scopus were created as literature databases
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which are still far from meeting the needs of contemporary bibliometrics.
Due to such insufficiencies or different designs of the sources, there has
been, and will always be, manual works to meet the standards required by
a sound research evaluation. However, the manual work, that is necessary
to guarantee the required accuracy, is becoming heavier and more chal-
lenging than before since the massive increase in volume of bibliographic
sources and interactions between disciplines. This leads to requirements for
more automatized systems to alleviate manual needs. In this context, the
question of data-cleanness and data pre-processing (Gla¨nzel et al., 2014),
on the one hand, and the issue of false positives and negatives, on the other
hand, still remains a vital issue in computerized metric tools. For example,
before assessing some authors, they need to be identified in a bibliographic
source and all the publications needs to be assigned accordingly. However,
such decisive data are missing to clearly present each author. Or in many
sources, much important bibliographic data, address, region, co-authors
etc. are either missing or erroneously assigned (e.g. The Katholieke Uni-
versiteit Leuven (KU Leuven) in Leuven, Belgium and Universite Cath-
olique de Louvain (UCL) in Louvain-la-Neuve, Belgium are often confused
and indexed as identical in WoS). Similarly, subject categories of scientific
journals can be found in databases, however, they might be either not as
detailed as desired for a specific study or be coarse (Gla¨nzel, 2015).
Recently, some services emerged, which seem to have provided solutions
for the most topical challenges offering enhanced techniques of analyzing
large text corpora, including information retrieval, text mining, similar-
ity relations, semantic and social network analysis etc. Generally speak-
ing, Google’s algorithms used in Google Scholar services do still provide
excellent tools in retrieving information on scholarly communication and
the general impact of research, but if sensitive areas and applications are
touched, these tools quite frequently and unexpectedly tend to fail. All
the related services, tools or applications from computer science are so
beneficial for bibliometric goals. Indeed, such improvements in inform-
ation technologies have played an important role in the evolution of the
field. However, one should not rule out that all the applications from them
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provide a groundwork leaving behind unassigned items. Despite the pos-
sibility of results with high precision and recall values, we cannot content
with that because there is no tolerance to miss out even one item for policy
related assessments. So our main interest starts after cutting-edge applica-
tions from computer science are employed. In other words, we need all the
available and necessary data which generally do not exist in one source.
At this very stage, my work will be positioned. The objective is not to
enrich the data-analytical methods by new algorithms or to improve their
efficiency, but to meet the challenges of computer-aided data retrieval and
management in contemporary scientometrics using and combining mul-
tiple data sources. The final goal is to minimize the amount of manual
work (identification, assignment, cleaning or validation) to the absolute
minimum to still obtain the maximum of reliable information. In what
follows, I will briefly sketch this approach.
In this dissertation I address four different topics in separate chapters.
Although they look distinct at a first glance, they can be put under a
general framework when considering the above-mentioned facts and chal-
lenges of bibliometrics. In all chapters, WoS records are combined with
an external source in order to decrease the manual work desired for a spe-
cific task. The first chapter suggests a system to identify given authors’
bibliographies or references in their CVs or publication lists where the
presented information has no standard. Even though the references are
matched with WoS records, it can simply be applied to any database. The
benefit of such automated system is inevitable in that it saves up the labor
and time significantly, especially under the existence of low standard data,
and has been applied at our institute actively and successfully. The second
chapter can be seen as a complementary to the previous chapter suggesting
a text matching system for larger datasets based on a novel algorithm and
big data framework. The suggested method is the first in the literature to
combine WoS and Scopus databases at the paper level. Besides focusing
on measuring the overlap between two databases with this novel method,
it paves the way to complement missing, unavailable or erroneous records
of a source via another source.
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The third chapter is devoted to author identification again, but this
time leveraging Web sources. The most popular social network for schol-
ars, Researchgate (RG) is mainly used to distinguish authors form sciento-
metrics field indexed in WoS. Additionally, as a supporting Google service
namely, Custom Search Engine (CSE) is employed. Although all the avail-
able data in WoS yield very successful accuracy (95%), we aim at reducing
manual work for the rest 5% and validating results to increase precision.
The results reveal that still the success can be augmented via the use of
external sources decreasing false positives. As mentioned, the dataset is
from scientometrics, which is a quite narrow topic, and we observe that
all the authors in the field have RG pages which is encouraging for fur-
ther studies. In this sense, RG might even be much more helpful for other
popular and big fields where the use of RG is more common (Matthews,
2016).
The last chapter differs from previous studies in a way that it sug-
gests a system to obtain structural and more detailed insights for subject
categories. To this end, I combine WoS with other reliable Web sources,
namely Crossref and National Institute of Health (NIH). A sound and ro-
bust subject delineation is so important for science policy which addresses
new emerging and complex interdisciplinary topics (Gla¨nzel, 2015). In this
research-in-progress study, I aim at detecting more detailed topics lever-
aging external textual data, especially from introduction sections extracted
via Crossref and validate the maps with NIH.
To conclude, in this dissertation, I address some challenges and diffi-
culties contemporary bibliometrics has been, and will be, facing. Through
four chapters, more details of which can be seen in the subsequent intro-
duction section, I present some new methods to ease the manual works,
which are always required for reliable bibliometric analysis. In particular,
as a main data source, I use WoS, one of the most extensive and used
source in the field, and combine it with some external sources. However,
I would like to stress that the suggested methodologies and the sources as
well as the challenges are not unique. I believe that the need for data from
different sources will be more and more in demand in the field. In this
6 General Introduction
context, I hope my study sheds light for future bibliometric tasks.
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Chapter 1
Identification of external
references in bibliographical
databases
Identifying authors, for whom bibliometric analysis is desired to carry out,
in traditional bibliographic databases constitutes the starting point of indi-
vidual level assessments, especially for funding grants. Any bibliographic
database, such as Clarivate Analytics Web of Science (WoS), Elseviers
Scopus, MEDLINE etc., is used in order to measure productivity and im-
pact of given authors. However, though such traditional databases present
relatively high standard, they were designed for literature retrieval and
thus they are mostly insufficient for specific needs. Beyond retrieval tasks,
for example, there is no standard for author names or number of unique
researcher IDs is very scarce or existing IDs might be wrong or e-mail ad-
dresses, which can be very helpful to distinguish authors, are again very
few in the databases. In short, even the most extensive and prominent
databases are inadequate to perfectly identify authors.
In this context, whenever possible, the provision of CVs of authors or
publication lists (PLs) containing all the references of authors would be
so beneficial for this identification task. However, at this point, there ap-
pear some difficulties for the evaluator. Institutional PLs provide better
coverage and represent higher standards, but each institute has its own
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standard. In addition, CVs can be considered the most reliable sources,
but with a lack of any standard since individuals prepare his/her own list
arbitrarily leading to no standard which hampers to easily identify them in
the database. Additionally, the volume of the data to be identified in the
database introduces another challenge. Finding thousands of references
with low standard in the database indexing millions of publications is cru-
cial and backbreaking.
As I stress in the preface of the dissertation, such bibliometric tasks for
science policy have no tolerance to miss any information and thus manual
work will always be necessary. Therefore, we need systems to bridge low
standard data with high standard sources to mitigate the necessary manual
work. To this end, I suggest a short text matching system based on char-
acter n-grams whose success has already been observed in different dis-
ciplines. This approach allow us to cope with identifying low standard or
erroneous data in traditional bibliographic databases in a reasonable time.
We have been actively using the suggested method at our institute, The
Centre for Research & Development Monitoring (ECOOM), in Leuven. It
has automated our tasks by 70-80% allowing us to conduct a meticulous
manual work with less number of people in a very short time.
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Abstract
Intro: For research evaluation, publication lists need to be matched to entries in large
bibliographic databases, such as Clarivate Analytics (previously Thomson Reuters) Web
of Science (WoS). This matching process is often done manually, making it very time
consuming. This paper presents the use of character n-grams as automated indicator
to inform and ease the manual matching process. Methods: The similarity of two
references was identified by calculating Salton’s cosine for their common character n-
grams. As a complementary and confirmatory measure, Kondrak’s Levenshtein distance
score, based on the character n-grams, is used to re-measure the similarity of the top
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matches resulting from Salton’s cosine. These automated matches were compared to
results from completely manual matching. Incorrect matches were examined in depth
and possible solutions suggested. This method was applied to two independent datasets,
to validate the results and inferences drawn. Results: For both datasets, the Salton’s
score based on character n-grams proves to be a useful indicator to distinguish between
correct and incorrect matches. The suggested method is compared with a baseline
which is based on word unigrams. Accuracy of the character and word based systems
are 96.0% and 94.7%, respectively. Despite a small difference in accuracy, we observed
that the character based system provides more correct matches when the data contains
abbreviations, mathematical expressions or erroneous text.
1.1 Introduction
With the rapid growth of scientific literature, partially due to increasing
local, national and international collaboration, it has become increasingly
important to appropriately link authors’ publications to their citation in-
formation for the purpose of research evaluation. As a discipline, Biblio-
metrics has evolved from analyzing and modelling scientific communication
to providing tools for benchmarking and evaluating research performance
(Gla¨nzel and Schoepflin, 1994; van Raan, 1997). In this context, the re-
trieval of relevant bibliographic data from large databases, such as Thom-
son Reuters Web of Science (WoS) or Elsevier’s Scopus, constitutes one
of the most important first steps of a bibliometric analysis. These data
then can be used for governmental, academic or business related applic-
ations (Fisher et al. 2013). In research evaluation, the initial data is of-
ten provided via publication lists (PL) from different sources. Meticulous
manual efforts are needed to reliably match the publications to the data in
large bibliographic databases (BDB). To ease this manual effort and make
it more viable, we introduce a general data matching framework for auto-
matic linkage of bibliographic records from any data source. In particular,
we built this character n-grams framework to match PL records with data
in BDB.
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The reason for choosing character n-grams for text matching is due
to its utility in coping with possible errors or abbreviations. PLs are
likely to contain incomplete, erroneous or censored references, but errors or
changes might also occur in the BDB. For example, authors may arbitrarily
abbreviate the full journal names in their publication lists. Also the or-
der or formatting of different components (co-author names, title, source)
might change depending on the reference standard used (e.g. American
Psychological Association (APA), Modern Language Association (MLA),
non-standard reporting, etc.). In addition, while co-author names might
appear in some records with full names, they might otherwise appear with
only the last name and initials. Other deviations may result from mistakes
made by the author while creating the list, or due to corrupted characters
and missing components when transferring the information between differ-
ent electronic environments. These cases might adversely affect word based
matching systems. Therefore, we investigated a character based matching
system and compared it to a baseline based on word unigrams.
1.1.1 Related work
Earlier, Giles et al. (1998) and Lawrence et al. (1999) worked to group
identical publication records that were available in different formats. Thanks
to their approach they developed an autonomous citation indexing system
(CiteSeer), which is valuable for literature searching, analysis and evalu-
ation. They made use of word and phrase matching approaches as well as
an edit distance like metric called ‘LikeIt’ to cluster citations. Their work
has been successful, despite the effect of misspellings, erroneous words
and abbreviations. McCallum et al. (2000) also used a technique similar
to CiteSeer. They used words in order to match citations. In addition,
they tried to detect citation components (e.g. author names, title, journal
name, etc.) by matching these components using Hidden Markov Models.
Pasula et al. (2002) handled citation matching by applying conditional
probabilistic methods and found that their method outperforms the phrase
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matching employed by Lawrence et al. (1999). Such field matching has
multiple names across the database, AI and statistics communities, such as
duplicate record detection, record linkage, merge-purge, or name matching
(Elmagarmid et al. 2007). These approaches mostly require heavy pre-
processing and data preparation. They also rely on using training data,
as part of supervised learning, to match the records. We have also im-
plemented a supervised learning approach with a relatively small dataset
and observed promising results (Abdulhayoglu and Thijs, 2013). Other re-
search related to reference/citation matching has also been published (e.g.
Larsen, 2004; Piskorski and Sydow, 2007).
1.1.2 String matching metrics
Many metrics have been used to match strings of text. Cohen et al. (2003)
made a comparison of string metrics to match named entities. They evalu-
ated edit distance like functions (e.g. Levenshtein distance, Monger-Elkan
distance, Jaro-Winkler), token-based distance functions (e.g. Jaccard sim-
ilarity, TF-IDF ) and hybrid distance functions (combination of TF-IDF
and Jaro-Winkler). They found that the TF-IDF weighting method per-
formed better, however, they pointed out that when a dataset that is only
comprised of text is used, token-based methods perform poorly when there
are misspellings. Similarly, Bilenko et al. (2003) found that string-based
similarity computation works better than token-based methods for name
matching, which may be due to misspellings. Fisher et al. (2013) made
use of different metrics, such as n-gram, Jaro, Longest common substring
and Bag distance, for matching institute names in Scopus. They obtained
the highest precision (87.0%) by applying n-grams with n=2 and a 0.90
similarity threshold.
In our study, we follow a similar technique to that one of Elmagarmid
et al. (2007), by applying a distance metric and an appropriate similarity
threshold. In their citation matching study, Pasula et al. (2002) used the
similarity threshold values 0.20-0.50 for their word based systems. For our
character based system, we tried different similarity thresholds and opted
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to use 0.60 as a more rigorous threshold. The objective is not to completely
replace manual work by an automated process a task that would in fact
be unrealistic, but to reduce manual work to a reasonable minimum by
providing the most likely matches for as many publications as possible.
In the next section we describe character n-grams and their advantages
and disadvantages over word n-grams, as well as explain Salton’s cosine
measure and Kondrak’s Levenshtein distance based on n-grams in detail.
1.2 n-Grams
A (word) character n-gram is an adjacent sequence of n (words) charac-
ters from a given text. For instance, sea ear arc rch ch h p pr pro roj
oje jec ect are the character 3-gram fragments of the string search project.
Whereas “bibliometric and scientometric”, “and scientometric research”,
“scientometric research project” are the word 3-gram partitions of the text
“bibliometric and scientometric research project”. Character n-grams have
been employed in several areas such as information retrieval (McNamee
and Mayfield, 2004), language identification (Cavnar and Trenkle, 1994),
spelling error detection (Zamora et al. 1981), keyword highlighting (Co-
hen, 1995), restoration of diacritical marks (Mihalcea and Nastase, 2002),
detection of malicious codes (Abou-Assaleh et al. 2004) and anti-spam
filtering (Kanaris et al. 2007).
Other than n-grams, skip-Grams (s-Grams or gap-n-Grams) have also
been used for text matching or information retrieval tasks (McNamee,
2008; Mustafa, 2005; Ja¨rvelin et al. 2008). When creating the fragments,
they do not only use successive letters but also skip letters. For the same
example shown above, the 2-skip-3-grams are src ech ah r p cpr hro oj
pje rec oct. The same logic also applies for word skip-grams. In some cases,
especially when noisy data is present, skip-grams can outperform n-grams.
However, skip-grams significantly increase the number of fragments gener-
ated. Even when traditional n-grams are applied, billions of fragments are
generated from a BDB.
There are many advantages of using character n-grams (Tomovic et al.
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2006). Firstly, and most importantly to our aim, textual errors, spelling
variations or non-English characters (Gla¨nzel vs. Glanzel) can be handled
effectively using character n-grams, since each string is decomposed into
fragments of its text. If an error occurs, this is only included in a small
number of n-grams and all other pieces remain intact. Secondly, char-
acter n-grams are also able to cope with abbreviations or mathematical
units. That is, when comparing a word with its abbreviation (e.g. pro-
fessor vs. prof.) or when dealing with mathematical or physical units
(500kHz-10MHz vs. 500kHz - 10MHz or 2.5-v 0.25-mu vs. 2.5 - v 0.25 -
mu), common character n-grams will capture the similarity between them
and contribute to the overall text similarity, unlike word-based systems.
These two issues are likely to occur in PL. In addition, there are other ad-
vantages of character n-grams compared to word based n-grams in terms of
pre-processing (e.g. stemming, parsing, lemmatization, making use of stop-
word lists, phrase lists, lexica, thesauri, etc.) and language dependency
(Kes˘elj et al. 2003; McNamee and Mayfield, 2004; Cavnar and Trenkle,
1994). When word-based n-grams are used, language specific stemming,
parsing or stop-word lists, etc. are needed to obtain reasonable results. In
contrast, a character n-grams based system does not require such prelim-
inary pre-processing.
Despite their advantages, the performance of character n-gram based
approaches depend on the type of spelling errors (e.g. character substi-
tution/insertion/deletion, word merging, word splitting and word reorder-
ing), the length of the misspelled word and the position of substitution
(Gencosman et al. 2014; Vilares et al. 2011). Moreover, character n-
grams result in an increase of the size of the inverted index dealt with: a
string consisting of k letters has at least k−n+ 1 number of n-grams with
a length of n. This number can be increased by adding null-character pre-
fixes to the string in order to increase the importance of the initial letter
as Kondrak (2005) describes. However, the number of words that may be
found in that string would be less. This dimension issue is challenging in
terms of storage and performance when compared to word-based systems.
Additionally, character n-grams are not capable of coping with homographs
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and results may be as uncertain as with word n-grams. However, if many
common character n-grams are found in two strings, this will be a good
indication that the two strings are similar and thus can compensate for
this uncertainty (McNamee and Mayfield, 2004).
1.2.1 Salton cosine measure based on n-grams
In the Bibliometrics literature, the “coupling angle” is frequently applied
as a measure of relationship strength in a Boolean vector-space model
(Sen and Gan, 1983). Sen and Gan define the measure as the cosine of
two Boolean vectors. In our study, the Boolean vector space is used to
represent the publications from two different sources (a PL and a BDB)
and the set of distinct n-grams included in both sources.
Gla¨nzel and Czerwon (1996) have shown that the coupling angle is
identical to Salton’s measure in such a comparison of Boolean vectors. As
stated in Eq. (1.1), given two strings str 1 and str 2, we can define Salton’s
similarity measure (sim) as the ratio of the number of common n-grams
and the geometric mean of the number of distinct n-grams from these two
strings. Salton’s measure takes the value of 1 if two compared vectors are
identical and 0 if they are completely different, i.e., if they do not share
any n-grams.
sim(str1, str2) =
c√
a× b (1.1)
where,
a: total number of distinct character n-grams contained in str 1
b: total number of distinct character n-grams contained in str 2
c: total number of character n-grams common to str 1 and str 2
A more detailed explanation about the calculation process will be de-
picted in the methodology section (Phase 1).
1.2.2 Levenshtein (Edit) metrics based on character n-grams
Levenshtein distance is a way of measuring the dissimilarity (or, alternat-
ively, the similarity as) of two strings by counting the minimum number of
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single-character edits required to transform one string to the other (Leven-
shtein, 1966). In the Levenshtein distance, insertion, removal or substitu-
tion of a single character are allowed operations. The idea introduced by
Kondrak (2005) is to use character n-grams instead of single letters when
measuring edit distance.
In essence, when applying character n-gram based edit distance for
strings x and y with a length of lx and ly respectively, a matrixM1...lx+1,1...ly+1
is constructed. Here, Mi,j is the minimum number of edit operations needed
to convert x1...i to y1...j or vice versa. Here, xi represents the fragments of
given string. As seen in Figure 1.1, x1 is “ d”, x2 is “ di” and so on where
an underscore represents a blank for the given string “diff.”. Each matrix
element Mi,j is calculated according to Eqs (1.2) (1.4), where the cost in
Eq. (1.4) is the total number of distinct letters in the same positions in
the character n-grams xi, yj , and n is the size of the character n-gram.
M1,1 = 0 (1.2)
Mi,j = min

Mi−1,j + 1
Mi,j−1 + 1
Mi−1,j−1 + δ(xi, yi)
(1.3)
δ(xi, yi) = cost/n (1.4)
Figure 1.1 presents a simple application of Kondrak’s Levenshtein dis-
tance based on 3-grams between the two strings ‘diffusion’ and ‘diff.’. The
circled cells in the figure are the related cells to measure the minimum
edit distance between substrings ‘diff.’ and ‘diffu’, which is given in cell
(R6, C6). According to Eq. (1.3), 1 is added for insertion of one character
to convert ‘diff ’ to ‘diffu’, given in cell (R5, C6), and 1 for removal of a
character to convert ‘diff.’ to ‘diff ’, given in cell (R6, C5). For the sub-
stitution operation, δ(xi, yj) is added to the previous minimum distance 0
between ‘diff ’ and ‘diff ’, given in cell (R5, C5). Here the related 3-grams
are ‘ffu’ and ‘ff.’ for the calculation of δ(xi, yj). In Eq. (1.4), cost is the
number of change operations needed to make the two 3-grams congruent.
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Therefore, for the related 3-grams ‘ffu’ and ‘ff.’, cost is 1 since the first two
letters are identical. Then by dividing this cost by the size of the n-gram,
which is 3, δ(xi, yj) is obtained with a value of 0.33. Finally, the minimum
distance for the specific cell is obtained by taking the minimum among the
calculated distances (2, 2, 0.33).
For each cell the related minimum distance is calculated and the last cell
of the matrix given in cell (M6,10) gives the final distance (4.33) between
two strings. In order to avoid length bias, the final distance is normalized
by dividing it by the length of the longer string. Finally, the normalized
distance is subtracted from 1 to get the similarity score ranging between
0 and 1, where 1 or 0 means that the specified strings are identical or
completely different in terms of n-gram representation, respectively.
Figure 1.1: n-Gram based Kondrak’s Levenshtein distance example.
From the description and its properties, it is clear that the suggested
Kondrak’s Levenshtein distance is sensitive to the position of the n-grams
in strings, unlike the traditional n-gram approach. When a high similarity
score between two strings is obtained from Kondrak’s Levenshtein distance,
this similarity score might be more reliable than the one derived from the
traditional approach since Kondrak’s Levenshtein distance not only takes
the common n-grams into account but also their position within the strings.
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1.3 Data sources
A confidential data sample comprising of 6,520 references recorded in PL1
was obtained from a real world application to be compared to publications
indexed in the WoS database (BDB). The exact PL1-BDB matches were
known as they were previously processed manually. Our WoS database
contained 28,269,653 articles and 7,044,304 proceeding papers from 1991-
2013. The same dataset was also used for our tuning experiments to choose
the best similarity threshold value.
In order to check our inferences obtained from the experiments with
PL1, a second experiment was performed with another confidential real
world publication list PL2 containing 8,681 references. As a result of pre-
vious manual cleaning done for PL2, we knew which references were, or
were not, indexed in WoS.
Finally, we used the PL2 dataset to create the word n-gram baseline.
1.4 Methodology
1.4.1 Phase 1 - Retrieval of top matches
The main objective is to identify the most likely match among publica-
tions indexed in a BDB for each given record in a PL based on the highest
Salton’s cosine similarity. In a traditional text information retrieval sys-
tem, the user specifies the necessary information using text-based queries
(Manning et al. 2008). In our study, we search the BDB using the distinct
character n-grams extracted from PL records.
We have to assume that the given PL contains records from different
sources and the format used for the bibliographic records (references, cita-
tions) is unknown and varied. They may contain textual errors, spelling
variations and abbreviations. In addition, their components (title, journal
name, authors, etc.) might be placed in an unknown order and some
components might be missing or incomplete, or unknown and unnecessary
components might be present. Considering the above-mentioned cases,
our aim is to use the character n-grams obtained from the original PLs,
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without any additional modifications or assistance, to search for matches
in a BDB.
Before getting started with the retrieval process, all strings in the PL
and BDB are transformed to lowercase and punctuations are removed.
Then the following steps are followed as given below:
1. Distinct n-grams are derived from the components: title, journal
name, journal volume, co-author names, publication year and first-
page number. These components are expected to appear in the bibli-
ographic items for each publication existing in a BDB. For proceeding
papers, also conference information is added.
2. Decomposition into n-grams is also applied to all the references in a
given PL.
3. Only common n-grams appearing both in the PL and the BDB are
retrieved and indexed.
4. Each BDB publication is indexed.
5. Each PL reference is indexed.
Based on the distinct common character n-grams, feature vectors are cre-
ated with binary weights. Another weighting approach such as the TF-IDF
might reflect how important a feature is for a document (Manning et al.
2008) and might have a significant potential of improving retrieval and
classification processes. However, we are working on relatively short texts
most likely having only a few n-grams occurring more than once, which
results in an inappropriate TF-IDF weighting scheme (Gong et al. 2008).
Additionally, Qu et al. (2008) state that the TF-IDF method makes sense
if some text features appear frequently in texts belonging to similar classes
while they appear infrequently in the documents belonging to other classes.
Since many common character n-grams might appear in different references
belonging to different components, the weights to be assigned to those n-
grams will not be reliable.
On the basis of the feature vectors, two sparse matrices are created,
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one corresponding to the PL and another one corresponding to the BDB.
Figure 1.2 shows an example PL matrix on the left-hand side and BDB
matrix on the right-hand side and the matching process. Both matrices
have identical columns representing the indexes assigned to the common
n-grams.
Figure 1.2: Matching process of PL references with BDB publications
according to their overlapping n-grams.
During the matching process, each row in the PL matrix is compared
to all rows in the BDB matrix. The common n-grams for each BDB and
PL reference pair are where both indexed columns contain the value 1.
For instance, in the first row of the PL reference matrix in Figure 1.2, the
1st,2nd and 5th columns contain a value of 1, whereas in the first row of
the BDB matrix, only the 1st and 5th columns contain the value 1.
Therefore this PL reference/BDB pair have two common n-grams.
Salton’s measure is then calculated for each pair with at least one common
n-gram. For each PL reference, only the BDB publication with the highest
similarity, based on Salton’s measure, is then retained.
1.4.2 Phase 2 - Application of Kondrak’s Levenshtein meas-
ure
In this phase, each PL reference is re-matched with its top BDB publication
match obtained in Phase 1. The similarity scores are derived according to
Kondrak’s Levenshtein distance based on character n-grams and their pos-
ition in the reference. In Phase 1, all components that are likely to appear
in the bibliographic information of a given publication are concatenated
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and distinct character n-grams are retrieved. However, in Phase 2 all char-
acter n-grams and their positions in the components (author, journal, title,
etc.) are taken into account.
For the BDB, the components for each publication are stored in sep-
arate fields in relational database tables. In order to take full advantage
of Kondrak’s Levenshtein measure, various combinations of the BDB com-
ponents are created (see Table 1.1 and Table 1.2) to compare them with
the PL records. These reference variants are created since we are using
PL records that follow unknown reference standards or might even have
incomplete components. As a result, the components may be given in an
arbitrary order, or some components may be missing. Therefore, we derive
various similarity scores for each PL-BDB pair and retain the maximum
similarity value for each pair.
Table 1.1 presents an overview of the constructed variations. In each
row, the numbers in the table indicate the order of the components used to
construct the references from a BDB record. Note that not all components
are always used. For each variation, the corresponding similarity score for
the associated PL reference is calculated and stored in variables Score1 to
Score6. Table 1.2 shows an example application of Kondrak’s Levenshtein
measure based on character 3-grams. One entry from a PL is re-matched
with six different components of its corresponding WoS publication.
Table 1.1: Structured references using the components from the BDB
Variable BDB BDB BDB BDB BDB BDB
Title Journal Authors Volume Start Page Public. Year
Score1 2 3 1 4 5 6
Score2 2 - 1 3 4 5
Score3 1 2 - 3 4 5
Score4 1 - 2 - - -
Score5 1 - - - - -
Score6 1 2 - - - -
At this point, it should be mentioned that the application of this ap-
proach to a huge database is not feasible and there are two causes for
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this. Firstly, this approach uses all the character n-grams, not just the
common character n-grams, and also includes their positions leading to a
significant increase of dimensionality. Secondly, various similarity scores
are calculated by means of different component combinations to catch the
highest scores for each PL-BDB pair. For the Salton measure, character n-
grams are retrieved only once from the BDB by using all the components.
When applying the Kondrak’s Levenshtein approach, the same procedure
would be repeated six times for each combination of selected components.
Deriving one similarity score is time- and storage-consuming, let alone re-
trieving the similarity scores for six different representations.
Because of the sensitivity of this measure to n-gram positions, we ex-
pect to derive more realistic similarity scores. Closer analysis may reveal
that two strings with many common character n-grams might not be so
similar. Below, are the titles of two publications from the same journal.
Their similarity scores based on the Salton and Kondrak’s Levenshtein
measures are 0.69 and 0.46, respectively.
Title 1: “Supervised learning for text classification with reusability”
Title 2: “Semi-Supervised Text Classification With Universum Learning”
The Salton score for these matched titles is quite high even though
they are not identical papers. Such cases may result in false positives if
they appear as the top match. Nevertheless, Kondrak’s Levenshtein score
gives a relatively lower similarity score, which is a good warning. On the
other hand, if the inconsistency between two measures was in the oppos-
ite direction, that is, a higher Kondrak’s Levenshtein than Salton score,
Kondrak’s method may be more useful as a supplementary measure. For
example, assume that a correct top match is obtained with a lower Salton
score of 0.58, since only the title and journal name are present in a given
PL reference. The Kondrak’s Levenshtein measure, however, will be signi-
ficantly higher (0.85) due to the match with the most similar constructed
BDB reference. As a result, the correct pair will have a stronger similarity
score.
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Table 1.2: A PL reference and Variable Similarity Scores based on Kon-
drak’s Levenshtein measure using character 3-grams [Data sourced from
Thomson Reuters Web of Knowledge]
Source PL Reference and Its Corresponding Variable 3-Gram
Structured WoS References Score
Zhang, L., Thijs, B., Gla¨nzel, W.,
The diffusion of H-related literature.
PL ref. JOI, 2011, 5, 583-593
ZHANG, L, THIJS, B, GLANZEL, W,
The diffusion of H-related literature,
WoS JOURNAL OF INFORMETRICS, 5, 583, 2011 Score1 .67
ZHANG, L, THIJS, B, GLANZEL, W,
The diffusion of H-related literature
WoS 5, 583, 2011 Score2 .73
The diffusion of H-related literature,
WoS JOURNAL OF INFORMETRICS, 5, 583, 2011 Score3 .34
ZHANG, L, THIJS, B, GLANZEL, W,
WoS The diffusion of H-related literature Score4 .65
WoS The diffusion of H-related literature Score5 .36
The diffusion of H-related literature,
WoS JOURNAL OF INFORMETRICS Score6 .41
Max .73
1.4.3 The baseline
We created a baseline to compare with our character n-grams results. We
applied the same methodology based on Salton similarity as in Phase
1, however this time we employed uniword n-grams. We split each PL
reference string into their words to calculate the similarity scores. As a
preliminary cleaning procedure, we removed all punctuation marks from
the words and converted non-English characters into English ones us-
ing java.text.Normalizer. We kept the pre-processing stage as simple as
possible to compare with the character based method which has no pre-
processing steps. After common word unigrams were derived in both the
PL and BDB, we calculated the Salton similarity scores for each PL-BDB
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pair and retrieved the top matches according to the scores.
1.4.4 Implementation
All the calculations involved in Phase 1 were performed in Matlab (MAT-
LAB, 2014). Since sparse matrix multiplication is slow in Matlab, we
converted our sparse matrices to dense matrices to leverage Matlab’s mul-
tithreaded calculations. This conversion process requires vast memory and
is very likely to give an out-of-memory exception. As shown in Figure 1.2,
we significantly reduced the dimension of the BDB matrix and make it
possible to convert it to a dense matrix. For example, the dimension of
the BDB matrix was 1, 793, 835 × 20, 615 for the year 2007 and could on
average be reduced to 1, 793, 835× 500 for a given PL reference.
In Phase 2, we applied ‘NGramDistance’ class included in LUCENE
(Apache Lucene, 2014), a high-performance text search engine library writ-
ten in Java. Its application is easy and fast since we only use those top
matches obtained in Phase 1. Note that it is applied to character based
n-grams only.
1.4.5 Choosing the size of character n-grams and thresholds
McNamee and Mayfield (2004) investigated the size of n-grams for their
text retrieval study. The authors observed that the lengths of four and five
work well. Similarly, Cavnar (1993) dealt with relatively short texts (postal
addresses). The author stated that besides their success, 2-grams and 3-
grams complement each other; 2-grams seem better at matching individual
words while 3-grams are capable of capturing connections between words.
More specifically, 3-grams are spanning n-grams. For instance, if we con-
sider the example (search project), ch h p pr are the spanning 3-grams.
As seen these word-spanning 3-grams capture the transition between two
consecutive words encoding phrasal effects. The same inference about 3-
grams was also made by Miao et al. (2005) in their document clustering
study. They obtained the best clustering results by means of using 3-
grams. Finally, Gencosman et al. (2014) studied character n-grams for
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topic detection by employing 2-, 3- and 4- grams with different thresholds.
The authors observed that the success of 3-grams depended on the data.
To inform our study, we used a small sample dataset (700 PL references)
to match within a sample WoS data (200K records) to assess different n-
grams sizes with different thresholds and different similarity calculation
methods. We compared the Salton’s scores to the similarity ratios (SR),
applied by Gencosman et al. (2014) as given below.
sim ratio(SR) =
number of identical n-Grams
min(no. of n-Grams for PL ref), (no. of n-Grams for WoS ref)
Table 1.3 presents the F1-scores for different scenarios. For the Salton
score, using different character n-gram sizes did not affect the results sig-
nificantly. The best results were retrieved with the threshold values for
a correct match of 0.55, 0.60 and 0.70 for 4-grams, 3-grams and 2-grams,
respectively. SR obtained useful results, especially when matched pairs are
unbalanced in terms of length, due to extra information appearing on one
side. In other words, for a correct pair SR might give a similarity score
higher than a set threshold, while the Salton score might be adversely af-
fected by the unbalanced situation, and, thus, might give a score below the
threshold. However, this means that SR is prone to provide inflated simil-
arity scores and might present less balanced scores. For example, for one
PL reference, SR identified five WoS records with similarity scores higher
than 0.70, while for the same references the Salton measure identified only
one and the correct WoS match with a score higher than 0.60. Also, when
there was no correct match, there were still pairs with higher SRs, thus
increasing the false positives. In our experiments we observed several such
cases, explaining why we had lower F1-scores when SR was applied. As in
Table 1.3, the most affected were the 2-grams. Indeed, common 2-grams
are more likely to be identified when very short text - long text pairs are
present.
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Table 1.3: F1-scores of different character n-gram sizes, thresholds and
similarity calculation methods
character n-grams
similarity 0.50 0.55 0.60 0.65 0.70 0.75
methods
2-grams - Salton 0.27 0.31 0.57 0.89 0.94 0.93
3-grams - Salton 0.90 0.93 0.94 0.90 0.89 0.48
4-grams - Salton 0.92 0.93 0.87 0.72 0.48 0.21
2-grams - SR 0.01 0.01 0.02 0.01 0.01 0.01
3-grams - SR 0.37 0.59 0.75 0.83 0.86 0.75
4-grams - SR 0.80 0.86 0.83 0.77 0.63 0.32
Considering the results from this initial dataset, the application of 3-
grams with a 0.60 threshold based on Salton’s score seemed reasonable for
our matching process. We then applied the process to the 6,520 references
in Phase 1 to check the different threshold values. Table 1.4 gives the pre-
cision, recall and F1-scores for the tested threshold values.
When Salton scores are calculated based on character 3-grams, a threshold
value of 0.60 obtained the best F-score. In addition, we tested the con-
tribution of Kondrak’s Levenshtein measure, applying different thresholds
(0.40 to 0.70, increasing by 0.05) to gauge accuracy changes when used
along with the Salton threshold of 0.60. From our results, we obtained the
best accuracy (0.9323) when pairs have similarity scores either higher than
0.60 for Salton’s measure or higher than 0.65 for Kondrak’s Levenshtein
measure.
Last, but not the least, we observed that our data contains some pub-
lications from the fields (e.g. high energy physics (HEP), biomedicine, etc.)
where it is common to have publications written by hundreds or thousands
of co-authors. As expected, the co-authors are mostly not mentioned in
a PL reference but they are all indexed in WoS. As a result, such a PL
reference will have a very low similarity score when it is matched with its
corresponding WoS record. To overcome this issue, we suggest to prune
co-author names from WoS references when they have more than a certain
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number of co-authors. By observing our data, we have intuitively set this
number at 200. Here we should point out that we do not assert 200 is the
optimal threshold to apply the filter. This threshold might be set depend-
ing on the users’ dataset and intentions. The user should be aware that a
lower threshold could result in more cases where co-author names appear
in the PL references, while they are filtered from the WoS database, thus
resulting in lower similarity scores for correct pairs. However, a co-author
filter has an added value when publications have many co-authors that are
possibly not mentioned in PL references.
Table 1.4: Precision, Recall and F1-scores for varying Salton’s measure
threshold values using 3-grams
Threshold Precision Recall F1-score
0.50 0.740 0.997 0.85
0.55 0.835 0.988 0.91
0.60 0.902 0.966 0.93
0.65 0.943 0.914 0.92
0.70 0.970 0.825 0.89
1.5 Results and discussion
Firstly, in the retrieval phase, each PL1 reference is paired with a single
WoS publication according to the highest Salton score. Out of the 6,520
matched pairs, 6,493 are correct and actually link the PL1 reference to
its corresponding WoS publication. This corresponds to an accuracy of
99.58%. The remaining 27 incorrect matches will be analyzed in depth
below.
After this first retrieval phase, we use the character n-gram based Kon-
drak’s Levenshtein distance to check and confirm the accuracy of the Salton
measure. Figure 1.3 visualizes the relation between the Salton similarity (x-
axis) and Kondrak’s Levenshtein distance (y-axis) for the PL1WoS pairs.
The grey circles in the figure represent the correct matches while the black
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filled squares represent the incorrect matches, which are grouped into four
different classes according to their types.
As seen in Figure 1.3, the Salton measure and Kondrak’s Levenshtein
measure give relatively consistent results with a correlation of 0.66 (Pear-
son Product-Moment Correlation Coefficient). Analyzing the inconsisten-
cies between two measures, we observed that for a PL1-WoS pair:
Figure 1.3: All matched PL1-WoS pairs plotted against their Salton sim-
ilarity score and their corresponding Kondrak’s Levenshtein score (Data
sourced from Thomson Reuters Web of Knowledge).
1. A Salton score lower than a corresponding Kondrak’s Levenshtein
score occurs when a PL1 reference is missing components (co-author
names or journal name) that are present in WoS. For instance, in
our dataset, a pair has a top Salton score of 0.62, while it has a Kon-
drak’s Levenshtein score of 0.91 due to the aforementioned reason.
Second, this also occurs when the correct component order of the
PL1 reference is used in one of the variables we construct for the
Kondrak’s Levenshtein measure (see Table 1.1). In this case, the in-
consistency might lead to a more precise and sound suggestion for a
correct match.
2. The opposite case (Salton’s score higher than Kondrak’s Levenshtein
score) is mostly detected when the PL1 reference contains extra in-
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formation (e.g. impact factor, book information, etc.) that is not
present in the references constructed based on the WoS records or
when a publication has a large number of co-authors. This increases
the risk of reporting the order of co-author names differently than in
the corresponding WoS reference. This, in turn, leads to a lower Kon-
drak’s Levenshtein score while it will not dramatically affect Salton’s
score, since Salton only deals with common character n-grams re-
gardless of their positions.
As already mentioned, more than 99% of the correct PL1-WoS pairs can
be retrieved by identifying the pairs having the highest Salton similarity
score. This high ratio is an anticipated result since we deliberately chose
PL1 records which were already known to be indexed in WoS. Therefore
we are most interested in finding out why the incorrect matches may have
occurred. Despite the very small number of wrong matches, it is still
worthwhile to investigate these pairs, especially since some have quite high
similarity scores.
1.5.1 Errors in group 1
First of all, a meeting abstract, a correction, a part, a reply to the editor
or an editorial on a related paper may be separately indexed in the data-
base but very similar to a corresponding article or review. So the match
between these documents (meeting abstracts, editorials, corrections) and a
PL1 reference can give the highest similarity score. Such pairs are respons-
ible for the incorrect matches having a high Salton similarity score (higher
than 0.60). This group can be seen in Figure 1.3 marked as group 1. In
this group, three wrong matches stand out with low Kondrak’s Levenshtein
similarity score, due to having a large number of co-authors in an incon-
sistent order between the records paired. Below, we give two examples
with altered components to maintain confidentiality.
PL Reference:
brown j, gour p, ru b, hasselt c, rick b, worth a, agar m, tan f, dento k,
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bonseca, g, vonk mc, van den high fahj, kiener h, scorza, beretta l, simeon
c, trapiella l, callejas-rubio jl, fono z, garca-hernndez fj, aguirre-zamo ma,
garc-portales r, pros a, camps mt, gonzalez-gay ma, airo p, coenen m, m.
mayers, martin jr, arnold f.c, stake trdj. the maa-666 a morphism affects
the susceptibility and systemic sclerosis phenotypes. arthritis & rheum
2013 dec;10(12):57-62.
Correct WoS Match:
brown, j, gour, p, ru, b, coen, m, mayers, j, martin, jr, arnold, fc, stake,
trdj. the maa-666 a morphism affects the susceptibility and systemic scler-
osis phenotypes. arthritis and rheumatism 2013 10 12 57-62.
Top WoS Match:
brown, j, gour, p, ru, b, hasselt, c, rick, b, worth, a, agar, m, tan, f,
dento, k, bonseca, g, stake, t, camps, mt, riemekasten, g, van den high,
fhj, gonzalez-gay, ma, vonk, m, simeon, c, airo, p, kiener, h, trapiella, l,
scorza, callejas-rubio, jl, beretta, l, fono, z, coenen, m, garcia-hernandez,
fj, mayes, m, aguirre-zamo, ma, martin, jr, garcia-portales, r, arnold, f,
pros, a. the maa-666 a morphism affects the susceptibility and systemic
sclerosis phenotypes. clinical and experimental rheumatology 2013 8(22)
s1438-s1441.
Given the example above, based on character 3-grams, the original PL
reference has a Salton score of 0.59 when matched with its corresponding
real WoS record. However, this is not the match with the highest Salton
score the PL reference has. It has a top match with a Salton score of
0.74. As seen from the example, this paper is written by the same author
group and has the same title. This is because it is published in another
journal as a meeting abstract. As some co-authors in the PL reference are
not indexed in the corresponding real WoS record, this results in a lower
Salton score.
For another incorrect pair, the author included the journal as a spe-
cial issue with a longer name in the PL1 reference. The same author has
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a preface in this special issue that is also indexed in WoS as a separate
publication as an editorial. By having the highest Salton score, these two
records appear as a top match. When checking the details, we see that the
correct publication is also indexed in WoS. However, the title has changed
and the one appearing in WoS differs from the one in PL1.
PL Reference:
x.f. xu, m. stephanie, ma akinc. variation on the limits of elastic modu-
lations of random solids, journal of multiscale computational engineering,
special issue on “multiscale modeling and uncertainty quantification of het-
erogeneous materials” 9(3), 1347-1363 (2002).
Correct WoS Match:
x, xf, stephanie, ma akinc, m. variational formulation on effective elastic
moduls of random solids. international journal of multiscale computational
engineering 2002 9 3 1347 1363
Top WoS Match:
stephanie, m. special issue multiscale modeling and uncertainty quantific-
ation of heterogeneous materials. international journal of multiscale com-
putational engineering 2002 9 4 1363-1364
As seen from the pseudo-example above, the correct match for the
WoS record has a slightly different title than in the PL reference, which is
the first reason for a lower similarity score. In addition, the main author
has a preface to the special issue in the same journal. The combination
of these two situations causes the corresponding real WoS match not to
appear as the top match. As a result, the matches PL reference - Real
WoS Match and PL reference - Top WoS Match have Salton scores of 0.60
and 0.71, respectively. These pairs in group 1 provide indirect but useful
information and might be considered important depending on the aim of
the study.
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1.5.2 Errors in group 2
The second group, group 2 in Figure 1.3, has only one pair. The related
papers are written by the same co-author(s) and the titles are identical.
However, the paper reported in the PL1 is published in a different journal.
When we checked the correct WoS publication according to the journal
name, issue and start-end pages, we observed that the title is shorter. As
a result, another pair is retrieved due to the title length. It seems that
there is a mistake in PL1. These errors are out of the scope of this study
since we assume that the information given in PL1 is correct. The example
below illustrates a similar case. As a result, a slightly higher Salton score
is obtained for a match with an incorrect WoS record.
PL Reference:
pello, a., haggard, ma., abd, r., anis, a., heid, h., vanh, l. (2013). recom-
mendations for competitive sports athletes with some disease: - a consensus
document from the study group of sports. medicina dello sport, 5 (3), 5157-
5191 (citations : 1) (if publication year : 0.07) (if most recent : 0.26).
Correct WoS Match:
pello, a., haggard, ma., abd, r., anis, a., heid, h., vanh, l. (2013). recom-
mendations for competitive sports athletes. medicina dello sport 5 3 5157
5191
Top WoS Match:
pello, a., haggard, ma., abd, r., anis, a., heid, h., vanh, l 2013. recommend-
ations for competitive sports participation in athletes with some diseases
- a consensus document from the study group of sports. european heart
journal 36 94 122 145
1.5.3 Errors in group 3
The third group in Figure 1.3 includes pairs that have been matched based
on non-author names included in the PL1 reference. Some references con-
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tain editor names. However, those editors appear to also be co-authors of
another publication in the same journal and more common character 3-
grams are found which prevents the correct match from having the highest
similarity score.
PL Reference:
Chris, D., Kimki X, Hetfield, J. (2015). ”Multi-Objective Framework for
Structural Identification.” International Conference of Structural Safety
and Reliability (ICOSSAR’05), G. Ayan, G.I. Mueller, M., M. Ciathis
(eds), Rotterdam, pp. 273-280.
Correct WoS Match:
Multi-Objective Framework for Structural Identification ICOSSAR
Top WoS Match:
Ayan, G.I. Mueller, M. Ciathis, Structural model identification using a
multi-objective framework, ICOSSAR, 2015, 273-280
In the above example, the PL reference contains the names of the
editors of the conference proceedings. The same editors have their own
publication at the same conference and the title is almost identical to the
PL reference. In addition, the corresponding real WoS record has no co-
author information in the database. As a result, an irrelevant WoS record
comes as the top match.
1.5.4 Errors in group 4
The last group of wrong matches in Figure 1.3 is group 4; this comprises
the publications which are written in the field of high energy physics and
coming from the same source. There are 10 publications in this group
and each of them has more than 200 co-authors, which is quite common
in this field. The collaboration (team) name or only few co-author names
are given in PL1 instead of giving all individual co-author names. As a
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result, when a comparison is made between a PL1 reference and a related
WoS reference, a very low Salton score is obtained when all co-authors are
included in WoS, inflating the number of distinct 3-grams. An example for
this group is given below.
PL Reference:
Measuring inclusive D¤?? production in collisions at LEEP” - HEP Col-
laboration, hep-ex/01934; CERN-EP-2013-002, 24 Jan 2013. - In: Eur.
Phys. J., C 8 (2014).1447-1459.
Correct WoS Match:
Suzer, C, Temirci, Y., Measuring inclusive D(+/-) production in collisions
at LEEP” - Eur. Phys. J., C 8 (2014).1447-1459.
Top WoS Match:
Dennis, S,..Measurement of the inclusive D*(+/-) production in gamma
gamma collisions at LEP. NUCLEAR PHYSICS B-PROCEEDINGS SUP-
PLEMENTS. 2014 126 172 178
In the PL reference above, there are no co-author names and, instead, a
collaboration name is given. However, in WoS, the hundreds of co-authors
are indexed. When all the co-authors names are used to construct a WoS
reference, it is very likely to retrieve irrelevant matches with low Salton
scores. For example, for one of our real matching pairs, the top match is
an incorrect pair with a 0.30 Salton score. Moreover, the match between
the same PL reference and its corresponding WoS record has a similarity
score of 0.10.
As aforementioned, the user might apply a filter for the number of
co-authors. From WoS, the number of co-authors for a publication can be
easily retrieved and when a WoS reference is being built, co-author inform-
ation might be removed for those records having more than some certain
number of co-authors. This might lead to a higher similarity score for
papers where all the co-author names do not appear in the PL1 reference.
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Indeed, when we applied this co-author threshold, the correct pairs for
those 10 publications appeared with a top Salton similarity score higher
than 0.60.
Overall, to avoid or decrease the number of wrong pairs, extracting ref-
erence components from PL references, such as the publication year, issue,
start page and end page would help to better detect the correct match,
but this is beyond the scope of this study.
1.6 Testing previous inferences
In order to test the thresholds proposed in the previous section, we made
use of another real-world dataset (PL2) containing 8,681 references which
are completely independent from the references appearing in PL1. From
our manual cleaning results, 2,847 PL2 references were found to be in-
dexed in WoS. By applying a co-author threshold of 200, we found 276
additional correct matches (from HEP and biomedicine), whose previous
Salton scores appeared between 0.20 - 0.30, were indexed in WoS and had
new Salton scores between 0.60 - 0.92 with the application of the co-author
limit. These 276 pairs were included as true positives. As a result, out of
2,847 references, 2,619 references were assigned as indexed in WoS when
a Salton similarity score threshold of 0.60 was set, and 2,780 when all top
matches were retained. Additionally, when we checked whether there were
pairs having a Salton score lower than 0.60 and a Kondrak’s Levenshtein
score higher than 0.65, we retrieved 22 additional correct matches.
For the remaining 206 PL2 references, 3-grams approach failed when
a Salton threshold of 0.60 was used. Figure 1.4 shows the distributions of
the matches for the records both indexed (straight line) and not indexed
(dashed line) in WoS. The x-axis shows the Salton scores while the y-axis
shows the number of 3-gram matches for the corresponding Salton score
on the x-axis. In the figure, the light grey coloured dashed line shows
the top matches not indexed in WoS, the dark grey coloured straight line
shows the top matches indexed in WoS. From the figure it is obvious that
two lines intersect each other around 0.60 and after that point the non-
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indexed pairs’ similarity scores decrease sharply while the indexed pairs’
scores start increasing.
Table 1.5 summarizes these results. To check the accuracy resulting
from different threshold values, we tested threshold values from 0.50 to
0.65, increasing by 0.01. The results were consistent with our previous
threshold findings, where a 0.60 threshold gave the most accurate results,
in precision and recall.
When we checked the correct and incorrect matches having a Salton
score lower than 0.60 for those records known to be indexed in WoS, we
noticed this is caused by the same issues we discovered for PL1.
Figure 1.4: 3-gram match distributions for the pairs indexed and not
indexed in WoS.
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Firstly, PL2 references including extra information (impact factor, book
information, DOI number, etc.) led to lower Salton scores. Secondly, for
some PL2 references, co-author names were not given. Even though this
also causes a lower Salton score, the Kondrak’s Levenshtein score remained
higher for some pairs. Thirdly, we encountered nine cases where the top
match was a comment, correction, etc. of the real publication. For those
PL2 references, the correct matches were found within the top ten matches.
Finally, references coming from HEP, genetics, biomedicine, etc. with large
number of co-authors were still having errors, even though introducing a
co-author number threshold improved the results. When a publication has
a number of co-authors above the set threshold, and this information is
truncated from the WoS reference, this might result in a very low similarity
score if the corresponding PL reference still contains all, or some of the
co-authors.
Table 1.5: Precision, Recall and Accuracy values when 0.60 Salton meas-
ure threshold is used for character 3-grams
Real Real
Correct Incorrect Total Precision Accuracy
Estimated
Correct 2641 136 2777 95.1%
Estimated
Incorrect 206 5698 5904
Total 2847 5834 8681
Recall 92.7%
Accuracy 96.0%
1.7 Comparison with the baseline
We next applied our methodology to word unigrams. We checked the pre-
cision, recall and accuracy values for the Salton score threshold values 0.50
to 0.65, increasing by 0.01. Again, we observed that the 0.60 threshold
value outperformed all other values in terms of accuracy. Table 1.6 sum-
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marizes the resulting values.
As per Table 1.5 and Table 1.6, the character n-gram method is slightly
more accurate than the baseline method when a 0.60 threshold is set. How-
ever, when the numbers of false positives and false negatives are checked,
the baseline gives 117 more incorrect pair suggestions overall, leading to
more manual work when the word n-grams are used. As we expected, when
erroneous or corrupted words or abbreviations for the long journal names
are present in a PL reference, the top match may match the wrong WoS
publication that has common words with the PL record. For instance,
suppose we have a reference in our PL, the suggested and correct matches
as given below.
 Title.. Nucl. Instr. and Meth. in Phys. Res. (PL Reference)
 Title.. NUCLEAR INSTRUMENTS & METHODS IN PHYSICS
RESEARCH SECTION A-ACCELERATORS SPECTROMETERS
DETECTORS AND ASSOCIATED EQUIPMENT (Correct WoS
Match)
 Title.. NUCLEAR PHYSICS A (Top WoS Match)
Since the journal name for the correct match is quite long and no common
words from the journal name can be found due to abbreviations, the sim-
ilarity between the correct WoS record and PL record is lower than the
similarity for the pair suggested using the baseline method. For this same
case the character n-gram method also fails, however, it gives a similarity
score lower than 0.60 threshold. In contrast, in similar cases we observed
that the character n-gram method suggests correct matches since it can
still extract similarities from abbreviations.
This is the main reason behind why the baseline tends to present more
false positives. As for false negatives, the word n-gram method is again
affected more adversely than the character n-gram method due to sim-
ilar erroneous cases. That is, when long references containing many erro-
neous or corrupted words (e.g.identi ? ation) or mathematical terms (e.g.√
(s) = 200GeV ) or non-English characters (e.g. Fe´ Rodr´ıguez), the word
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n-gram method finds fewer common words causing a low similarity score
for a correct pair.
Table 1.6: Precision, Recall and Accuracy values when 0.60 Salton’s score
threshold is used for the baseline word unigrams
Real Real
Correct Incorrect Total Precision Accuracy
Estimated
Correct 2563 175 2738 93.6%
Estimated
Incorrect 284 5659 5943
Total 2847 5834 8681
Recall 90.0%
Accuracy 94.7%
In addition, we checked the pairs where the baseline could retrieve
them correctly while the character n-gram method failed. When additional
information is included in the PL2 references and not in the WoS references
or vice versa, this inflates the number of character 3-grams, negatively
affecting the similarity score. Such situations were observed when the
following cases occur:
 In PL2, when extra information is included such as the impact factor,
book information, DOI number, etc..
 In PL2, when there are more than 200 co-authors and some of them
are included in the PL2 reference, while for WoS, all the co-authors
are pruned due to the co-author threshold.
 In PL2, when no co-author information is available, while in WoS,
there are some co-authors.
In summary, both systems have their advantages and disadvantages and
may be complementary methods. The baseline is less sensitive when extra
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information is included in a reference, while the character n-gram method
is less sensitive when a record contains many corrupted or non-English
characters or abbreviations. Even though one system might surpass the
other depending on data, from our results we can infer that the noisier the
data, the more accurate the character n-gram method would be compared
to the baseline.
Apart from accuracy, we would like to mention two other important
issues, namely, memory and calculation performance. For the former, the
size of the text file containing all the word terms in WoS was around 20 GB
while the size of the text file containing all the 3-grams in WoS was around
100 GB. Despite a big size difference, in our approach we only include the
terms in WoS that are common with PL2 and this eliminates most of the
WoS terms. In addition, we used a SQL relational database in order to
identify the common terms and we observed no significant time difference
for both processes. For the latter issue, we again observed no significant
time difference in retrieving the matching results. It took an average of
ten minutes to retrieve the 8,681 corresponding WoS record suggestions
within one year when either the word or character n-gram methods were
employed. To note, the computer we used has the following features: two
times 2.90 GHz CPU, 128 GB RAM and 64-bit operating system.
1.8 Conclusions
In this work we have proposed a method to reduce the manual effort re-
quired to find bibliographic references, given by a publication list (PL),
in a bibliographic database (BDB). To this end, for each PL reference, a
BDB publication was retained as a correct match in 96% of cases, accord-
ing to the highest obtained Salton similarity score using character 3-grams.
With the proposed retrieval model, it is possible to automatically identify
publications in a BDB that are most likely to be identical to a PL refer-
ence, and so significantly decrease the manual effort to match PL to BDB
citations.
A detailed analysis of the incorrect matches was presented and thresholds
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were suggested, above which matches were most likely to be correct. The
matched pairs can be used during manual cleaning to make bibliographic
studies less time consuming.
Two independent real-world datasets obtained similar results when a
Salton score threshold of 0.60 was set. In addition, the results improved sig-
nificantly when a co-author threshold was set, since the datasets contained
references from the HEP, genetics and biomedicine disciplines written by
numerous co-authors, most of whom are not recorded in the corresponding
publication list. Moreover, Kondrak’s Levenshtein measure, which takes
the positions of character n-grams into account, was applied to the Salton
measure as a contributory or control approach. Even though no large con-
tribution was observed, it showed that it has the potential to contribute
depending on the data quality of a given publication list, especially when
references lack components such as co-author names, journal names.
When we compared our character n-gram method with a baseline based
on unigram words, we observed that our character n-gram method gave
slightly more accurate results. Being less sensitive to abbreviations and
errors was the main reason for this superiority. For each approach there
were a few circumstances where one system surpassed the other. This can
suggest that the baseline method might give better results depending on
data. However, the character n-gram method seems more advantageous
than the baseline method when lower quality data needs to be matched.
The suggested method eased the manual matching tasks for all the
levels of bibliometric applications where the tolerance to the mistakes de-
pends on the application. Using regular expressions, extracting public-
ation year, volume and start page information from publication strings
could possibly improve the accuracy of matching and this remains as our
future work. The method applied in this paper can be leveraged for evalu-
ation purposes especially for micro- or meso-level assessment studies, where
relatively large numbers of PL references, in the order of ten thousand ref-
erences, must be matched manually to bibliographic database records.
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Chapter 2
Bibliographical database overlap
at the paper level
Clarivate Analytics Web of Science (WoS) and Elseviers Scopus are the two
most extensive rival databases in the field of bibliometrics. Even though
they are called as bibliometric databases, they were actually designed as
literature databases, and thus, might sometimes lack necessary informa-
tion. This chapter, I suggest a methodology to match records from two
databases at the paper level. Since each source has some features which
are not indexed by the other, combining the two sources papers would pave
the way to complement or validate WoS (Scopus) records with the data
from (Scopus) WoS. For example, missing author, address, region, key-
words etc. features can be enriched by combining the two most prominent
databases. Even though I focus on WoS and Scopus, the methodology can
be applied to match any bibliometric database. For example, some smaller
but more specialized databases can be combined with WoS or Scopus to
complement their missing parts. Such endeavor to reach more detailed
data is crucial when considering the contemporary role of bibliometrics as
mentioned in the preface. In micro level evaluations as the dominating
aggregation level, we need to find ways or sources to reach more detailed
data due to the insufficiency of traditional databases.
WoS and Scopus have been compared and their overlap was measured
in several studies in the literature. However, all of them were conducted
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by only journal information because paper based matching was too costly
due to very high volume of indexed data. To compare the two sources via
journal information does not allow to reach detailed data indexed for each
paper. In this context, I leverage a big data framework, Apaches Spark,
and a novel algorithm, locality sensitive matching, which allow to fulfill the
paper based matching task in a very reasonable time. I again make use of
character n-grams for the matching process, and in this sense, this method
can be seen as an extension to the one presented in the first chapter, which
has limitations to deal with larger data sets.
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Abstract
The objective of this study is to find the most appropriate parameters and text compon-
ents for item-wise matching the two large bibliographic datasets: Clarivate Analytics’
Web of Science (WoS) and Elsevier’s Scopus. Our focus is on detecting exact matches,
that is, no false positives are tolerated at all. To this end, we follow a twofold matching
procedure. First, a locality sensitive hashing (LSH) algorithm (Ravichandran et al.,
2005) is applied, which provides fast approximate nearest neighbours and similarities,
in order to obtain WoS-Scopus pair suggestions. We experiment with three different
combinations of text components (i.e., only publication titles, titles + journal names,
co-author names + titles + journals) as input for the matching process. In addition,
different values for LSH input parameters (i.e., number of random vectors, number of
different random vector sets, number of neighbours, similarity threshold) are tested.
Second, for each suggested pair, different heuristics are applied to identify those pair of
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records that indeed refer to the same publication. For example, the pairs are classified
as correct matches if the journal name, volume, issue and begin page do match or if the
journal name, volume, issue and publication titles are identical given that the begin page
is missing. We achieved the best results when only titles were matched and 50-50-50-
0.80 or 100-30-30-0.80 input parameters are used. We observe that at least 70% of WoS
publications are also indexed by Scopus. Last but not the least, when the parameters
leading to the best matching results were applied, it took just about an hour to match
1.6 million vs 2.2 million.
2.1 Introduction
In a previous paper (Abdulhayoglu et al., 2016), we had suggested a string
matching system for short texts to find out whether given bibliographic
references are indexed in a bibliographic database (BDB). In that paper,
we leveraged character 3-grams for our task comparing them with word
unigrams. We respectively obtained an accuracy of 96.0% and 94.7% for
character 3-grams and word unigrams when a cosine similarity threshold
of 0.60 was used. We searched about 8,500 references within more than 35
million publications indexed in Clarivate Analytics Web of Science data-
base (WoS). We showed that character 3-grams could be more useful to
obtain correct matches when erroneous or misspelling texts appear. De-
creasing the required heavy manual job, the system works well when thou-
sands of references are searched in a BDB indexing millions of papers. For
example, we could obtain the matching results in 1 hour when those refer-
ences were matched with 1.8 million papers published in 2007. However,
from our experiences, when the number of publications is increased to 50
thousands to be searched within the same source, the computation time
reaches about 8 hours or so. This is because complexity of our system is
still O(k2) even though we could decrease k to a certain degree.
As a result, that procedure is not applicable when millions of records
need to be searched in a BDB, for example, a task of measuring the overlap
between two BDBs. This task has been of interest to bibliometricians and
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achieved either on the journal level or with a limited number of articles
since the paper based approach is daunting due to the high volume of in-
dexed articles. However, two BDBs may index different publications from
the same journal issue as Pao (1993) stated and hence an article based
approach may yield more reliable results or confirm the previous literature
results. In this context, we carried out an article based overlapping process
for WoS and Elseviers SCOPUS which are the two most extensive BDBs.
With the recent technological advancements in distributed computing,
such previously tedious tasks can be accomplished. To fulfil this as a
complementary approach to our previous procedure, we applied another
method based on locality sensitive hashing (LSH), which is an algorithm
aiming to find approximate nearest neighbours (Indyk, 2000). To this end,
we used a Spark (http://spark.apache.org/) library, which can be found in
https://github.com/soundcloud/cosine-lsh-join-spark. This library is an
implementation of Ravichandran et al., (2005) where the authors have
built their work on Indyk & Motwani (1998) and Charikar (2002) who are
the pioneers of this fast algorithm. The details about the algorithm are
given in the subsequent section.
To our knowledge, our attempt is the first to measure the overlap
between WoS and SCOPUS at the article level without drawing samples.
Based on our application, we managed to match millions of records from
WoS with another millions of records from SCOPUS in a manageable time.
However, we need to point out that this study is a preliminary endeavour
using only the papers from one publication year, which aims to show the
possibility of managing high volume of bibliographic data. Making the
comparison of the DBs for all their indexed records remains as our future
work. On the other hand, we present different input values to be applied for
the LSH algorithm and suggest the ones outperforming the other options
in terms of matching accuracy and running time.
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2.2 Related work
Gluck (1990) gives a very comprehensive literature review about the topic
and Hood & Wilson (2003) briefly give examples of database comparisons
from the library and information science field. The degree of overlapping
between DBs has some indications, that is, high overlap indicates that
there is no need to have both sources which saves the funds whereas low
overlap requires to have all the sources increasing the costs (Gluck, 1990).
The cost issue is even more crucial when costly databases are in question
such as Web of Science and SCOPUS (Gavel & Iselid, 2008) as the most
extensive bibliographic databases and our main sources in this study.
Comparison between the two DBs has been in question among research-
ers from library and information science (Gavel & Iselid, 2008; Bosman et
al., 2006; Meho & Rogers, 2008; Egghe & Goovaerts, 2007).
2.3 Data
We chose articles, reviews and proceeding papers published in 2011 and in-
dexed in WoS or SCOPUS databases. As a result, 1, 635, 395 and 2, 255, 989
papers were respectively retrieved and used for our application.
2.4 Locality-sensitive hashing (LSH)
Amongst other approaches such as matrix multiplication optimization (Kur-
zak et al., 2009), LSH is another approach for matching tasks aiming to
fulfil the process with significantly lower complexity. Indeed, the LSH al-
gorithm we applied estimates the cosine similarities between input vectors
with a significantly low computational complexity. When calculating the
cosine similarity in a traditional way, one has to match all the items (n)
having k features in corpus leading to O(kn2) complexity. This makes
it impossible to apply when n is too large. To remedy this bottleneck,
Ravichandran et al. (2005) apply some rules for their LSH application.
First, it represents each vector with bit streams (fingerprints or signa-
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tures) via randomly chosen spherically symmetric vectors of unit length.
The number of random vectors (d) is given as input. As a result, a higher
dimension is reduced to a number of random vectors. Figure 2.1 depicts
this process in a simple way. Note that this figure is based on two figures by
Benjamin Van Durme & Ashwin Lall in their presentation for 48th Annual
Meeting of the Association for Computational Linguistics to present their
paper Van Durme & Lall, (2010) and used here with their kind permission.
We merged the related figures to present the idea into one single figure.
As seen, there are two points (A and B) and six random hash functions in
the figure. Point A stands above h1, h5 and h6 and below the other three
functions. Similarly, point B stands above h1 and h5. As a result, A and B
have the following respective fingerprints, [1, 0, 0, 0, 1, 1] and [1, 0, 0, 0, 1, 0].
Once all fingerprints are retrieved, the list is sorted to calculate the simil-
arity between closest points.
Second, the algorithm applies a random permutation function a given
number of times (q) for each fingerprint. We can explain this process as
follows: In the given example above, d = 6 random vectors are used to
obtain fingerprints. However, for the same points, different fingerprints
can be obtained when another 6 random vectors are used. This means
that each fingerprint will have a different place surrounded by different
neighbours in the sorted list whenever a different random vector set is
used. The more random vector sets are introduced, the more likely it is
to reach correct matches. For each sorted list, (B) closest neighbours are
retained for each vector. Eventually, the algorithm calculates the cosine
similarity between the vectors and their neighbours and retains only those
matches exceeding a similarity threshold input value. These processes ap-
proximately reduce the computational complexity to O(dn) and it can be
run parallel thanks to its random processing. As Ravichandran et al.,
(2005) states, the higher d and q values result in more accurate matches
but with a higher calculation time. In addition, the authors also warn that
proper input values (d, q,B) differ depending on the domain. Therefore,
we tried and suggested different input values in our bibliographic reference
matching application.
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Figure 2.1: Obtaining fingerprints of input vectors via randomly picked
planes.
2.5 Methodology
For the applied LSH code, we tried six different input sets in an arbitrary
manner. The details are presented in the results section. We aimed to
try different input values in order to observe the changes in the running
time and the number of correct matches. To this end, we first chose some
values leading to very fast computational time with a trade-off in accuracy.
On the other hand, we tried some other values leading to significantly
more correct matches with a trade-off in the running time. Between these
values, we used four different input sets to have an idea about the most
optimum input values. Note that our main goal is to show the possibility
of matching high volume bibliographic data and obtain as many correct
matches as possible in a manageable time. Although obtaining the results
as fast as possible would be so valuable for dynamic systems, this is not
our priority in this study.
As the main sources, co-author names, publication title, source name
(journal or conference name), publication year, begin page and end page
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from WoS or SCOPUS DBs were used for our text matching procedure.
We used three different scenarios as given below.
 Co-authors + title + source name + publication year + begin page
+ end page (ALL)
 Title + source (TI SO)
 Title (TI)
The code we applied requires an input file in LIBSVM format (Chih-Chung
& Chih-Jen, 2011). It simply represents documents with indices and values
where each index represents a character 3-gram in our case and the value
stands for the frequency of the related 3-gram appearing in the document.
For example, 1 1:3 2:7 12:1 14:5 ... tells that reference 1 has a character
3-gram (e.g. end) indexed as 1 appearing three times, a character 3-gram
indexed as 2 appearing seven times, a character n-gram indexed as 12 ap-
pearing once and so on. To this end, we created text files in this format
for WoS and SCOPUS for different reference component combinations as
given above.
Then for each scenario, two text files were merged into one. Moreover,
the code was originally designed to find the duplicate records in a given
input text file. Since in our case there was no need to check the pairs from
the same DB, we modified the code in a way that it only checked the pairs
where one coming from WOS and the other from SCOPUS. Using one big
text file for each of the three different scenarios, we ran our code and made
our observations in a server with 36 processors. Figure 2.2 depicts how we
prepared the input files for a clearer understanding. Note that for each
reference combination (all reference, title + source, title) a different input
file was created.
Once we retrieved the pair suggestions with a similarity score higher
than a desired threshold, we followed some heuristics to confirm the results
and obtained identical matches. This step is necessary since the derived
similarity scores by LSH algorithm are estimated values thus it may offer
wrong matches despite a high similarity score. To this end, we classified
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Figure 2.2: Preparing input files to be used in LSH code.
pairs as correct matches if they comply with one of the following rules:
Rule 1. Identical source name (so) (journal or conference
name),volume (vl), issue (is) and begin page (bp) or
Rule 2. Identical so, vl, is and title (ti) when bp is null or
Rule 3. Identical so, is, bp and ti when vl is null or
Rule 4. Identical so, is, and ti when vl and bp are null.
Note that above given scenario names (ALL, TI SO, TI) and rules
(Rule 1, Rule 2 so on) are used in Table 2.3 when presenting the results in
detail.
Here we should point out two important facts. First, in the above given
rules, we only considered identical titles for Rule 2,3 and 4. By applying
very high similarity scores, thousands of more correct matches could be
retrieved. For example, consider the two following titles with a similarity
score of 0.85 according to a 3-grams based edit distance measure (Kondrak,
2005).
A 95-nA, 523ppm/degrees C, 0.6-mu W CMOS Current Reference Cir-
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cuit with Subthreshold MOS Resistor Ladder (WoS)
A 95-nA, 523ppm/Aˆ°C, 0.6-Iˆ 1/4WCMOS current reference circuit with
sub threshold MOS resistor ladder (SCOPUS)
In our result set, there were around 10,000 pairs having a similar-
ity score between 0.80 and 0.99 ignored by above given four rules. Even
though we can intuitively count those pairs as correct, they still need to be
checked manually especially for micro level bibliographic analysis. Since
we focus on the possibility of matching two large datasets with a possible
small manual effort in this study, we skipped that manual stage and did
not involve those pairs.
Second, the databases may index some source names differently. Since
checking all the source name pairs manually was not realistic, we reduced
the number of pairs by retaining only those sources involving identical pub-
lication titles with identical begin pages and issue numbers. As a result,
we ended up 3,640 source pairs to check manually. To ease this manual
job, we leveraged similarity score between source names applying Kondrak
(2005) and the frequencies of those pairs. Confirming the pairs having very
similar names or co-occurring a lot was easier and this allowed us to com-
plete the manual check within a work day. Table 2.1 gives some examples
of such pairs.
The first three examples in the table are relatively easier to confirm
compared to the last one since the source names are totally different and
a detailed check was needed. Examining that pair in detail, we saw that
in one source a more detailed conference or journal name was given while
the other indexed a general series name. In our example, Communications
in Computer and Information Science was the general name of the series
which involved ADVANCED RESEARCH ON COMPUTER SCIENCE
AND INFORMATION ENGINEERING amongst others. Confirming such
pairs may cause the manual work last longer depending on the data. Nev-
ertheless, in our approach the process was viable and valuable. So we
accepted those manually checked source names as identical and involved
them our matching process given above. As a result, we roughly gained
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185,000 additional correct matches.
Table 2.1: Example of WoS-SCOPUS source name pairs with their co-
occurrences and similarity
[Data sourced from Clarivate Analytics Web of Science Core Collection
and Elsevier’s Scopus]
WoS SCOPUS Sim Co-occur
source name source name score frequency
PHYSICS LETTERS A Physics Letters, 0.24 449
Section A: General,
Atomic and Solid
State Physics
LANCET The Lancet 0.50 234
IIC-INTERNATIONAL IIC International 0.98 33
REVIEW OF Review of
INTELLECTUAL Intellectual Property
PROPERTY AND and Competition Law
COMPETITION LAW
REVISTA Revista Brasileira de 0.46 294
BRASILEIRA DE Zootecnia
ZOOTECNIA-
BRAZILIAN
JOURNAL OF
ANIMAL SCIENCE
ADVANCED Communications in 0.44 41
RESEARCH ON Computer and
COMPUTER Information Science
SCIENCE AND
INFORMATION
ENGINEERING
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2.6 Results
We tried six different input values. Before giving the matching results, we
would like to discuss the computational time based on the input values.
Table 2.2 shows approximate elapsed times based on the used input values.
The numbers are based on the results when only titles (TI) were used. For
the other two scenarios, we did not observe significant deviations on elapsed
times.
Table 2.2: Used input values and elapsed time to retrieve the matching
results when using only titles
Number of Number of Number of Cosine Elapsed
random neighbours permutations similarity time
vector (d) (B) (q) threshold
20 5 5 0.80 3 mins
20 20 20 0.80 11 mins
50 50 50 0.80 1.2 hrs
100 20 20 0.80 31 mins
100 30 30 0.80 58 mins
100 50 100 0.80 9.3 hrs
In Table 2.2, number of random vectors (d), number of neighbours (B),
number of permutations (q) and cosine similarity threshold are given re-
spectively starting from the first column. For example, we retrieved some
matching results having a similarity score of higher than 0.80 in 3 minutes
when 20 random vectors, 5 closest neighbours and 5 permutations were
introduced. Note that when lower cosine thresholds were applied, com-
putational time was affected significantly in a negative manner. For the
lower thresholds, there appeared too many identical suggestions coming
from different permuted lists which caused more computational time to
sort those duplicates out. Experiencing this bottleneck, we opted 0.80 as
the threshold for our procedure. As also seen in the table, increasing d and
q input values results in more computational cost. Table 2.3 gives a de-
tailed summary of matching results according to the different input values
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for each component combination. Moreover, number of correct matches
for four different cases, as given in the methodology section, is detailed.
Table 2.3: Number of identical matches between WoS and SCOPUS based
on different input values for different component combinations
[Data sourced from Clarivate Analytics Web of Science Core Collection
and Elseviers Scopus]
Rule 20-05-05 20-20-20 50-50-50 100-20-20 100-30-30 100-50-100
Rule 1 86,858 266,953 981,501 902,284 980,538
Rule 2 4,407 13,782 46,117 42,031 46,195
Rule 3 746 2,072 5,882 5,526 5,865
Rule 4 114 368 1,542 1,443 1,583
92,125 283,175 1,035,042 951,284 1,034,181
SCOPUS 4.08% 12.55% 45.88% 42.17% 45.84%
WoS 5.63% 17.32% 63.29% 58.17% 63.24%
Rule 1 397,688 738,454 1,077,348 1,068,364 1,076,387
Rule 2 22,368 39,805 51,735 51,742 51,747
Rule 3 3,453 5,373 6,356 6,355 6,356
Rule 4 559 1,180 1,736 1,737 1,737
424,068 784,812 1,137,175 1,128,198 1,136,227
SCOPUS 18.80% 34.79% 50.41% 50.01% 50.36%
WoS 25.93% 47.99% 69.54% 68.99% 69.48%
Rule 1 530,038 909,013 1,091,480 1,088,727 1,091,649 1,094,164
Rule 2 26,173 44,415 51,643 51,633 51,637 51,635
Rule 3 3,562 5,686 6,348 6,347 6,350 6,350
Rule 4 983 1,526 1,735 1,735 1,735 1,735
560,756 960,640 1,151,206 1,148,442 1,151,371 1,153,884
SCOPUS 24.86% 42.58% 51.03% 50.91% 51.04% 51.15%
WoS 34.29% 58.74% 70.39% 70.22% 70.40% 70.56%
We observed that around 70% of WoS records and 51% of SCOPUS pa-
pers could be correctly matched in half an hour. In addition, we retrieved
our results even faster when the High Performance Computing platform at
our university was employed. For example, for the input values 50-50-50-
0.80, it lasted more than 1 hour to get the results while it was less than half
an hour in the cluster environment. Computational time can be decreased
more if a cluster can be set with ideal configurations. This remains as our
future work.
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Our results showed that when pair suggestions were retrieved based on
only titles (TI), many more identical matches were obtained. This might
be because the components like source name or co-authors name introduce
more noise leading to a similarity score lower than the given threshold. As
we already mentioned, lowering the threshold would end up more compu-
tational time for the applied algorithm. As a result, we can suggest that
for the given input values, using TI seems better to collect more identical
matches.
The first striking result is that applying 20-05-05 input values, we could
retrieve more than 560,000 (34.29%) and 424,000 (25.93%) identical results
for WoS in three minutes (see Table 2.2) when TI and TI SO were employed
respectively. On the other hand, for the same input values, we could only
obtain 92,000 (5.63%) identical values when applying ALL. Depending on
bibliographic research aim, having more than half million papers indexed
by both sources in such a short time might be quite valuable.
Second, among all the trials, we could automatically reach the most
number of identical matches when either 50-50-50 (70.39%) or 100-30-30
(70.40%) input values were used for TI. The same input values were also
the best options for other two component combinations. Note that we
could indeed retrieve slightly more identical records when 100-50-100 in-
put values were used as given in the last column of TI section in Table 2.3.
However, that procedure lasted more than 9 hours (see Table 2.2) and gave
only 2,500 more records compared to our best results. Here we aimed to
find some input values providing matching suggestions in a considerably
short time. In this context, the higher input values like 100-50-100 make
no sense since the trade-off does not seem valuable at all since the added
value is too small with a very long computational time.
Aside from number of identically matched publications given by Table
2.3, we would like to discuss the cited publications. In this context, our
WoS database has 1,127,239 (68.93%) cited publications in the type of
article, review or proceeding where we detected that at least 1,002,478
(88.93%) of them are also indexed by SCOPUS. When highly cited pub-
lications are in question, similar results were obtained. For example, there
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are 304 and 9,652 publications cited more than 500 and 100 times, re-
spectively where 264 (86.84%) and 8,741 (90.56%) of them were found to
be indexed by both sources. These results are in line with the related
literature works that is a high overlap between two important sources has
been observed. Furthermore, we grabbed more than one million joint pub-
lications which might pave the way for detailed paper based bibliographic
analysis on common papers unlike previous works based only on journal
comparison.
2.7 Conclusions
Two large bibliographic datasets (1.6 million vs. 2.2 million) from WoS
and SCOPUS databases were matched on paper level using locality sens-
itive hashing (LSH) trying to find nearest neighbours. We experimented
with different input values required by the algorithm. As a result, we found
and suggested the ones providing the best results in terms of the number
of identical matches and computational time. Based on the suggested ap-
proach, we automatically found that at least 70% of the publications (art-
icle, review or proceeding) indexed by WoS were also indexed by SCOPUS.
Moreover, when we examined the matching results for those publications
cited at least once, we observed more number of identical matches such
that at least 88.93% of the cited publications in WoS were also cited by
SCOPUS.
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Chapter 3
A reliable author name
disambiguation via Web sources
A thorough author identification is utmost important for micro level assess-
ments in science policy. To fulfill this properly, author name disambigu-
ation plays an important role especially when common names from distinct
authors are present. As stressed in the preface, for individual evaluations,
we have no tolerance to both miss any information of an author or assign
irrelevant publications to wrong authors. Therefore, this task always re-
quires a fine-grained manual work because even cutting-edge information
retrieval applications fall short of presenting complete results.
In the first chapter, I deal with identifying authors using their public-
ations in their CVs or publication lists. However, when such sources are
not present, all the information found in the databases would be employed.
Since I have already pointed out in the preface or in the summary part for
Chapter I, even the most extensive and prominent bibliographic databases
have shortages of data to distinguish authors thoroughly. Therefore, mak-
ing use of different sources to improve the quality of or validate the results
would contribute to reduce the manual effort significantly. This is crucial
especially when large number of authors are to be distinguished.
While a different prominent bibliographic database can be used for the
task (as the possibility of it is presented in Chapter II), some Web sources
can be exploited since it has been becoming common among scholars to
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present their publications in the Internet. As the most popular social me-
dia platform for scholars, ResearchGate (RG) promises a lot since member
authors use it as their online CV expecting to be recognized more. In this
chapter, using all the available information in Clarivate Analytics Web
of Science and applying state-of-the-art machine learning applications, we
form author clusters each of which representing a distinct author. Then, I
investigate how RG data can be applied to both improve the precision and
validate the results in order to ease the manual effort finally. Additionally,
I develop some other algorithms to extract data from web sites of authors,
if exists any, in case RG fails to present all the data.
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Abstract
Author name disambiguation (AND) plays a very important role in individual based
bibliometric analysis and has suffered from lack of information. Therefore, some have
tried to leverage external Web sources to obtain additional evidence with success. How-
ever, the main problem is generally the high cost of extracting data from web pages due
to their diverse designs. Considering this challenge, we employed ResearchGate (RG),
a social network platform for scholars presenting their publication lists in a structured
way. Even though the platform might be imperfect, it can be valuable when it is used
along with traditional approaches for the purpose of confirmation. To this end, in our
first (retrieval) stage we applied a graph based machine learning approach, connected
components (CC) and formed clusters. Then, the data crawled from RG for the same
authors were combined with the CC results in stage 2. We observed that 76.40% of the
clusters formed by CC were confirmed by the RG data and they accounted for 68.33%
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of all citations. Second, a subset was drawn from the dataset by retaining those clusters
having at least 10 members to examine the details. This time we additionally employed
the Google CSE (Custom Search Engine) API to access authors’ web pages as a com-
plementary tool to RG. We observed an F score of 0.95 when CC results were confirmed
by RG&CSE. Almost the same success was observed when only the CC approach was
applied. In addition, we observed that the publications identified and confirmed through
the external sources were cited to a greater extent than those publications not found in
the related external sources. Even though promising, there are still issues with the use of
external sources. We have seen that many authors present only a few selected papers on
the Web. This hampers our procedure, making it unable to obtain the entire publication
list. Missing publications affect bibliometric analysis adversely since all citation data is
required. That is, if only the data confirmed via external sources is used, bibliometric
indicators will be overestimated. On the other hand, our suggested methodology can
potentially decrease the manual work required for individual based bibliometric analysis.
The procedure may also present more reliable results by confirming cluster members de-
rived from unsupervised grouping methods. This approach might be especially beneficial
for large datasets where extensive manual work would otherwise be required.
3.1 Introduction
In light of the limitations faced in traditional peer review, micro level (indi-
vidual based) bibliographic analysis plays an important role in the efficacy
of research evaluation (D’Angelo et al., 2011). In this context, identifying
true authors for each publication is crucial in order to obtain precise and
reliable results. As such, author name disambiguation (AND) has been a
fundamental issue in information science.
As Ferreira et al. (2012) and Smalheiser and Torvik (2009) stated,
the two major challenges of the name disambiguation process are that,
first, the same author may write different papers under different names
(synonyms, errors or name changes due to marriage, religious or gender
conversions), and second, distinct authors may have similar names (poly-
semes). In addition, important metadata to distinguish between authors
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are often insufficient. For example, our main source for this study, Web
of Science (WoS) from Clarivate Analytics, indexes the e-mail address and
unique author identifier Researcher ID (RID), which assist in correctly
identify a unique author (Ferreira et al., 2012). However, only 13.79% and
8.57% of the authors in the WoS database have either an e-mail or RID
assigned, respectively. Similarly, incompleteness of this crucial data has
also been highlighted by Caron and van Eck (2014) and Smalheiser and
Torvik (2009).
Considering the above-mentioned challenges, many approaches have
been developed and applied, most of which have leveraged machine learn-
ing models (Smalheiser and Torvik, 2009). Supervised learning methods
have been applied to the AND process and are generally more successful to
discriminate between distinct authors than unsupervised approaches (Tang
et al., 2010). In general, supervised approaches analyse a training set with
certain features and labels. It infers a function based on those features and
uses it to estimate the output in the test data. In the AND process, various
publication features are used, including co-author names, publication title,
journal or conference information, to distinguish between authors (Cota et
al., 2010). Zhang et al. (2007) used a model which features co-author
names, citations, co-emails and transient co-authors to compare pairs of
publications. The unique authors were identified with 79% precision, 71%
recall and 75% F-measure. In their comparison, the applied supervised
method surpassed the unsupervised approach. Han et al. (2004) used
two supervised methods, namely, Nave Bayes (NB) and Support Vector
Machines (SVM). They used co-author names, paper titles and journal or
conference names as input features. NB only used positive labels for its
learning stage whereas SVM used both positive and negative outcomes.
Given this main difference between the classifiers, the authors employed
two sources, which were the researchers’ homepages and the DBLP data-
base. They observed that for the researchers’ web page collections, SVM
surpassed NB with an accuracy of 95.6% while NB surpassed SVM with
an accuracy of 69.1% when applied to the DBLP database. Veloso et
al., (2012) proposed a self-training lazy associative name disambiguation
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(SLAND) method which infers the most probable author of a citation by
using co-author names, publication title and publication source name as
features. The method was proposed to deal with the labelling challenge
in supervised learning methods. The authors concluded that SLAND was
able to surpass state-of-the-art supervised methods and was practical to
apply.
Apart from supervised learning methods, there have been also many ap-
plications of unsupervised methods in AND due to the two main drawbacks
of supervised methods, which are the difficulty to prepare training sets and
the model bias based on the features and datasets (Song et al., 2015). Ba-
sically unsupervised methods try to partition unlabelled data and detect
groups of authors where there is a maximum (minimum) similarity within
(between) groups (Ferreira et al., 2012). Han et al. (2005) applied a nave
Bayes-based unsupervised method using the DBPL database and authors’
homepage Web data. The authors employed co-author names, publica-
tion title and journal or conference title as key features. They obtained
an accuracy of 54% and 58% for the DBPL and Web data, respectively,
outperforming K-means clustering. Song et al., (2007) proposed an unsu-
pervised framework employing Bayesian models and hierarchical clustering
methods. The authors first detected the topics’ distribution and then used
them as a new feature. They showed that the suggested method was more
effective than other unsupervised methods, such as spectral clustering and
DBSCAN.
Regardless of the supervised or unsupervised method applied to AND,
researchers are bounded to the metadata provided by the bibliographic
database, which may be insufficient. For instance, it is quite difficult to
disambiguate authorship when an author publishes in a discipline which
is not his or her main discipline (D’Angelo et al., 2011). This affects both
supervised and unsupervised approaches and has lead others to search
for complementary external data. To this end, researchers have exploited
external data taken from the Web and experienced a positive effect on
the AND process. Kanani et al., (2007) leveraged the Web to grab ad-
ditional evidence to augment their baseline model. They formed and ran
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the query using conjoined titles from two references in the Google search
API. The retrieved URLs were employed as an extra feature in their graph
based technique. The authors observed important increment in terms of
F1 score when employing Google search results (i.e. 0.74 to 0.90). Yang
et al., (2008) also leveraged the Web along with their graph based ap-
proach employing topics of the papers. Similar to Kanani et al., (2007),
the authors used co-occurrences of two citations and if a co-occurrence was
detected in a web page, it was employed as a Web correlation in a new
feature. They used the data constructed by Han et al., (2005). When
comparing their results, based on topics and Web correlations, with Han
et al., (2005), they observed an increase of almost 66% accuracy. Kang
et al., (2009) also exploited the Web to extract co-authorship information.
They used co-author last name pairs as queries in the Google search en-
gine in order to retrieve publications containing both names. Additional
co-author names were then extracted from every publication identified that
contained both names. This process was repeated for each pair and all ex-
tracted co-author information was used to calculate the similarity between
two citations based on the number of common co-authors. The authors
achieved 0.85 pairwise F1 score through their suggested method. Pereira et
al., (2009) attempted to obtain the curriculum vitae or a related Web page
containing publications of the author in question. They put two references
that appeared in the same Web page, into the same cluster considering
that they belonged to the same author. The authors observed a pairwise
F1 value of 0.76.
All these endeavours have exploited Google’s search API. To our know-
ledge that API used to allow the user to issue unlimited queries, but then
the number of queries was bounded to 100 free queries per day. The main
challenge when employing external data has been the cost of extracting
needed information from Web sources (Ferreira et al., 2012). In this sense
Google’s CSE (Custom Search Engine) API is well suited for small sets of
data.
Our methodology for AND integrates the above mentioned approaches
into an iterative two-stage procedure using state of the art machine learn-
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ing algorithms and network analysis, and also exploitation of external data
sources. Each stage aims to address the major challenges discussed earlier.
The first stage, ‘Retrieve’, aims to find groups of papers that have a high
likelihood of being written by the same author. By doing so we try to elim-
inate the first challenge where a single researcher is referred to different
names. These intelligent classification models also reduce the probability
of false positives. In the second Confirmation stage, the obtained publica-
tion sets are validated based on external data sources. This step removes
publications whose assignment could not be confirmed. While the first step
is about recall, the second stage improves precision. In the next iteration
of the procedure, the publications that are removed from the sets are used
to retrain the models and to improve the network. This paper focuses on
the applicability of both ResearchGate and Google for the second stage of
the procedure.
ResearchGate (RG) is a social network site for scholars which is gaining
popularity among scientists and investors. In RG, subscribers can create
their own profiles including publication lists. RG also provides publica-
tion lists for non-members by collecting and grouping information from
the Web. RG has been used for bibliographic studies. For example, Thel-
wall and Kousha (2015) examined whether rankings based on RG statistics
were in line with existing academic hierarchies and Ortega (2015) explored
the relationship between altmetric and bibliometric indicators on author
impact. However, some authors (Song et al., 2015) have not applied RG
data since they found it unreliable. Due to the possible drawbacks of RG,
we use RG along with clustering results to both confirm RG and auto-
mated results and check how sufficient RG data is.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: The subsequent sec-
tion gives an overview of the applied methodology, outlining the steps in
the first stage and including a detailed description of the use of RG and
Google CSE API. Next, we present the application of this methodology to
a set of papers from our own field, bibliometrics. We give details on the
data set and present results of the author disambiguation exercise. In the
last section we discuss the implications and possible shortcomings of the
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methodology for author level bibliometrics.
3.2 Methodology
As part of the procedure we have used two main sources of external data:
the author profile pages on RG and available authors’ Web pages in order
to identify any missing publications. However, there are two main limit-
ations in accessing a complete listing of author’s publications. First, the
authors often only display selected or high impact publications in such en-
vironments. Second, their publications might be found in separate sources
which are difficult to connect. For example, for an author, there may
be more than one RG profile page with no common information (i.e. af-
filiation), or many Web pages might exist for one author due to author
mobility.
To address these limitations, we only aim to remove incorrect assign-
ments (false positives) in every cluster, thus increasing precision. Since
bibliometric analysis (especially at the micro level) always demands a me-
ticulous manual review to obtain reliable results, this approach may reduce
the required manual review especially when a large data set is in question.
On the other hand, this approach may result in removing correct members
from their related clusters when a related external source is not available.
Figure 3.1 summarizes our procedure including the main issues of the AND
process and pros and cons of the application stages. Each stage is detailed
in subsequent subsections.
3.2.1 Retrieval stage
This stage combines a supervised learning classifier and a clustering tech-
nique to create sets of papers that are assumed to be associated with the
same researcher. A Random Forest classifier was trained to indicate if two
authors from distinct papers refer to the same person. For this task, all
publication data present in the bibliographic database was used. Similar-
ity measures between author pairs were calculated for different data types.
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Figure 3.1: Summary of the suggested retrieval and confirmation proced-
ure for AND.
Table 3.1 gives these data types and the applied similarity measure.
After this first step, a network was created with all authors at pa-
per level as nodes. Edges were based on the result of the classifier. If two
authors were linked to the same person, the corresponding nodes were con-
nected. Next, a trivial clustering technique using connected components
(CC) was applied to the nodes in order to create distinct sets of papers
that were assumed to be written by the same researcher. By using CC
we exploited the fact that there is a clear binary relation between a paper
and an author. Either the author has written the paper or not. However,
CC is a greedy clustering algorithm which means that there is a risk of
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Table 3.1: Bibliographic Data used in Retrieve Stage
Bibliographic data Similarity Score
Author name Edit Distance (Jaro Winkler)
Email address Exact Match (binary value)
Domain in email address Exact Match (binary value)
Affiliation Edit Distance (Jaro Winkler)
Full Address Edit Distance (Jaro Winkler)
Researcher ID Exact Match (binary value)
Cited References Bibliographic Coupling (Salton Cosine)
Title & Abstract Lexical similarity (Salton Cosine)
including false positives. However, CC is sufficient since edge cuts should
not be made in this stage of the procedure (false negatives). Other par-
titioning methodologies like modularity based community detection might
deteriorate the assignment, since the resolution limit may also introduce
false positives without the reduction of false negatives.
3.2.2 Confirmation stage
3.2.2.1 Crawling RG author profile URLs
For a given author set and their related publications from WoS, we made
a search within RG using the titles of the publications. In other words,
we used the “Keyword Search” option under the “Publication search” page
in RG. In this manner, we constructed the following URL in our code as
given below.
https://www.researchgate.net/search?q=TITLE
For each title from the data set, this URL was used and only the first (top)
result returned by RG was retained if the similarity between the returned
title and the original title was at least 0.90. All WoS title and RG top
result pairs with less than this score were eliminated. We used a character
n-grams procedure (Kondrak, 2005) for this text matching process. Our
procedure was based on decomposing the given texts into their successive
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character 3-grams (i.e. “text matching”→ t te tex ext xt t m ma mat
atc tch chi hin ing) and calculating the similarity via common components
and their positions. Since this approach takes the positions of n-grams
into account, it has more potential to provide reliable results compared
to the traditional approach, which only deals with common n-grams. To
show the strength of the approach, we present an example from the work
of Abdulhayoglu & Thijs (2016). Two titles to be checked to see if they
match are given below.
Title 1: “Supervised learning for text classification with reusability”
Title 2: “Semi-Supervised Text Classification With Universum Learning”
These titles have some common words and thus will have many common
character 3-grams between them. In this case, the traditional approach is
adversely affected and returns a relatively high similarity score. Indeed
for this case, the cosine similarity based on common 3-grams is 0.69. On
the other hand, some common words (i.e. “supervised” or “learning”) are
present in different positions in the titles. Since Kondrak’s approach takes
the position into account when calculating the similarity, it returns a lower
similarity score which is 0.46. This is a stricter way to calculate the simil-
arity leading to more reliable scores. See Abdulhayoglu and Thijs, (2016)
for a detailed explanation of the Kondrak’s n-grams similarity score.
Once a desired publication is obtained in RG, it is possible to access
information about the co-authors since co-author URL links are also re-
turned for each title result. Using those links, the co-authors’ RG profile
pages can be accessed and information such as, full name, affiliation and
profile link (e.g. https://www.researchgate.net/profile/Yanbo Wang4 ) can
be retrieved. Figure 3.2 shows a sample workflow of how to access an RG
co-author profile link when a publication title is searched. In the figure, we
add numbers next to the desired information. In Figure 3.2, the number
1 highlights the full name, 2 highlights the RG author profile URL and
3 highlights the affiliation which can be found in the related RG author
profile page.
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Figure 3.2: The process of accessing author information through RG
using a publication title indexed in WoS.
For each publication in a set retrieved during the first stage, this pro-
cedure was repeated and co-author names were matched with the full
names retrieved from RG. The bibliographic database might give co-author
names in different forms, such as Wang Y, or Wang Ying etc. To automat-
ically grab the correct co-author name matches for a publication, similarity
scores for each co-author name pair were calculated and only those matches
with the highest scores were retained. We again employed Kondrak’s ap-
proach via character 3-grams to calculate similarity scores between co-
author names from RG and the original data set. Before applying sim-
ilarity calculations, we first applied metaphones to convert non English
characters to their English peers to increase similarity scores (e.g. Ner-
andz˘ic´ → Nerandzic) because records are most likely to be indexed with
only English characters. Second, regular expressions were applied to check
whether the indexed last name of an author appeared in a full name re-
trieved from RG. This process was helpful when a relatively low similarity
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score was retrieved as the top score while it was the correct match. Table
3.2 presents two examples of the matching process, where the first one (Pub
column, number 1) uses the data shown in Figure 3.2 and the second (Pub
column, number 2) shows another single author publication to present a
non-English character case.
Table 3.2: Two samples of co-author name matches based on Kondrak’s
N-grams similarity scores.
WoS
WoS Last RG Regular 3-grams
Pub Name Name Name Metaphone Exp Score
1
y wang wang
yanbo yanbo
wang 0.52
wang wang
y wang wang qing gu qing gu - 0.05
1
qing gu gu
yanbo yanbo
- 0.17
wang wang
qing gu gu qing gu qing gu gu 1.00
2 b nerandzic nerandzic
branislav branislav
nerandzic 0.53
nerandz˘ic´ nerandzic
For the authors from the first publication, the highest matching score
for the first author is relatively low (0.52) but the correct last name for
that author can be found in the RG name. As for the second author, the
identified match is identical. Again for the author from the second pub-
lication, the matching score is 0.53 and the surname can be found in RG
name. The correct pairs are bolded in the table. To sum up this pro-
cedure, we accepted those matches as correct pairs if the similarity score
was higher than 0.70 or if it was higher than 0.50 and the last name ap-
peared in the RG name. The records not satisfying these conditions were
eliminated from the process. The outcomes are promising, especially for
very common surnames. We have on purpose chosen “Wang” as the sur-
name in the example in Table 3.2 since it is the most indexed surname,
with more than 800 thousand times in our WoS database. These common
surnames are quite challenging when trying to distinguish authors auto-
matically. For example, we detected a cluster formed during our retrieval
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stage which contained 9 authors indexed as “Wang, Y” in WoS. When
we confirmed that cluster via RG, we detected 4 different authors with
the first names Yanbo, Yan, Ying and Yuan. Thanks to this confirmation
stage we retained only the name with the most publications and removed
the incorrect assignments from the cluster.
On the other hand, in some cases, publications might have co-authors
with identical surnames which might result in assigning the same RG au-
thor profile URL to those different co-authors. In the first check in our
study, we detected and removed the co-author records where an identical
RG author profile URL was observed for a publication. We expected that
such situations would be rare since the first name initial would affect the
similarity scores in favour of the correct matches. Table 3.3 presents two
samples, a sample match where the records are removed and a sample
where the correct match is obtained thanks to the first name initial.
In the upper part of Table 3.3, there are RG matches for two co-authors
having an identical surname in a publication. As seen, both WoS names
are assigned to the same RG author profile URL. As a result, we filtered
those incorrect matches out. On the other hand, a similar case is given in
the lower part of the table. At this time our system catches the correct
matches and none of the matches are removed.
One additional step was performed in this cleaning process before
we could assign a distinct index number to each of the retained RG au-
thor profile URLs. In this step, we checked if there were distinct URLs
for identical authors in order to obtain more accurate results. Indeed,
we experienced such cases from our matching results. In other words, RG
might return some author publications in a separate RG author page when
this author has their own profile RG page. To detect such cases, we used
the name and affiliation information extracted from both the bibliographic
database and from RG. That is, if an identical indexed name appearing on
different publications was assigned to distinct RG author profile URLs, we
checked whether the affiliations extracted from those separate URLs were
similar. Here, it is up to the user to decide how many common affiliations
to use to obtain automated results. The more similar the affiliations, the
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Table 3.3: Two WoS RG author name matching cases where, in one
case, the match is incorrect and removed from the dataset while the other
is correct and retained.
Remove WoS RG 3-grams RG author profile
or Not Name Name Score URL
R
E
M
O
V
E
np kowalski
nanette p.
0.50
http://www.researchgate.net/researcher
kowalski /2000642320 Nanette P Kowalski
np kowalski
kent c.
0.56
http://www.researchgate.net/resear
kowalski cher/34611391 Kent C Kowalski
kc kowalski
nanette p.
0.42
http://www.researchgate.net/researcher
kowalski /2000642320 Nanette P Kowalski
kc kowalski
kent c.
0.59
http://www.researchgate.net/resear
kowalski cher/34611391 Kent C Kowalski
N
O
T
R
E
M
O
V
E
s rousseau
sandra
0.61
http://www.researchgate.net
rousseau /profile/Sandra Rousseau
s rousseau
ronald
0.55
http://www.researchgate.net
rousseau /profile/Ronald Rousseau
r rousseau
ronald
0.61
http://www.researchgate.net
rousseau /profile/Ronald Rousseau
s rousseau
sandra
0.53
http://www.researchgate.net
rousseau /profile/Sandra Rousseau
more likely the URLs point to the same author. In our study, we checked
all records having at least one common affiliation manually to validate the
results and so around a thousand URL pairs were checked manually. If the
user wants to reduce the manual review workload, a higher threshold for
common affiliations can be set. Figure 3.3 shows a sample case.
3.2.2.2 Re-crawling RG author profile pages
We compared the indexes assigned to RG URLs and the clustering IDs de-
termined by CC. The overlap between the two results was measured. We
observed that for some clusters, especially with a high number of papers,
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Figure 3.3: A sample case of assigning the same index for distinct RG
author profile URLs coming from two distinct publications where the WoS
name and the affiliation information are common.
the data extracted from RG were insufficient. As a result, it is possible that
publications or related co-authors were missed due to the similarity score
thresholds. To check if those missing records still existed in the related
RG author page, we used the RG author profile URLs corresponding to
the clustering ID for each cluster. Then we reviewed all titles appearing in
each cluster to identify them in the related RG URL. However, this time
we employed a more flexible threshold of 0.70 and checked the matches
manually. This added procedure helped to obtain many missing records.
The main reason is that, for some publications in RG, there appeared
extra text such as the DOI (Digital object identifier) number, conference
information etc. along with the title which lead to lower similarity scores.
Considering the small size of our data set, the required manual work for
this process was feasible. In other words, we manually re-checked 2,000
title pairs (about 1/15 of all authors and their related publications). This
was feasible to check in one working day.
Apart from feasibility, this manual work enabled us to identify pos-
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sible incorrect pairs with high similarity scores. For example, in our data
set, there were publications which are the parts of an identical study with
almost identical titles, such as, measures of international collaboration in
scientific literature: part i vs. measures of international collaboration in
scientific literature: part ii. This pair has a similarity score of 0.99 and
shows that manual work is always necessary especially for individual level
bibliometric studies. Nevertheless, we observed that we had not retained
any wrong pairs since the correct titles for such records were found in RG.
For example, for the same title above, the identical title was present in the
related RG author profile page resulting in a similarity score of 1. Hence,
when pairs with their maximum similarity scores were retained, we always
ended up with correct matches. However, we need to stress that in other
data sets this might not hold true.
Table 3.4: A sample case of re-crawling a RG author profile URL.
Clustering Identified RG URL to
ID RG Index for re-crawl and Results
for an the related search for the after
Publications author cluster ID related publications re-crawling
Pub1 23 9
https://www.researchgate.net
9
/profile/...
Pub2 23 - 9
Pub3 23 9 9
Pub4 23 9 9
Pub5 23 9 9
Pub6 23 9 9
Pub7 23 - 9
Pub8 23 - -
Table 3.4 gives a sample case where two previously not found records
are found because of the re-crawling procedure. It is seen from the table
that there is still one missing. This might result from either CC assigned
it wrongly or RG did not contain it. In addition, Figure 3.4 depicts the
re-crawling procedure to clarify the steps to be taken by again using the
same sample URL given by Figure 3.1.
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Figure 3.4: A sample workflow of RG re-crawling procedure.
As seen in Figure 3.4, there exists a “publications” section in the RG
author profile page. By using that link, all publications can be accessed.
However, not all the publications are given in one page. There is a pagin-
ation when an author has more than 20 publications. The sample author
in the figure has 260 publications and all publications are contained in 13
web pages. In our code, we kept searching for a title up to the pagina-
tion number 60, to include any very productive authors. If no publication
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record appeared in a page, the script stopped searching. So, we matched
each publication title in the author set and retained only those matches
having a cosine similarity score higher than 0.70.
Even though we were able to grab missing records when applying re-
crawling, some publications may still be missed since RG might not contain
all the publications belonging to an author. Therefore, we developed an-
other complementary approach which uses the Google search API (CSE)
in order to find and access the authors’ own web pages and subsequently
identify all their publications.
3.2.2.3 Accessing authors’ web pages through Google CSE API
Google’s CSE API allows users to access Google search results program-
matically (https://cse.google.com/cse/). However, Google is quite strict
about the number of searches a user can make. That is, a user can only
make 100 searches for free in a day. If a user wants to access more results,
Google allows at most 10,000 searches per day and it charges five dollars for
each 1,000 searches. Considering this limited free access to Google search
results, we used CSE API as a complement to RG for only those authors
having at least 10 publications found by CC. This reduced the data set
(around 180 authors) so that we could apply CSE and only pay a minimal
amount.
As search terms or keywords, we leveraged full names of the authors
and their affiliations retrieved from RG. With that information, we used
text combinations to search within CSE and recorded the first (top) result
returned. All combinations are given below:
 full name + affiliation name +“publications”
 full name + affiliation name
 full name +“publications”
 full name
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There are two reasons to use combinations. First, each search term combin-
ation might result in a different result. Therefore, using different search
terms might increase the chance of reaching the desired web page of an
author. Second, CSE might sometimes return more inconsistent results
than those returned by Google’s original search engine. From our observa-
tions www.google.com returns more accurate and related results. In this
context, we used four search texts to increase the likelihood of retrieving
correct results from the CSE. Since there was more than one affiliation for
several authors and since we employed four search texts for each author,
the number of searches rose to around 1,000 in our study.
Once a link was returned by CSE, we tried to reach the publications by
crawling the web site. Our script followed three main approaches to find the
page or pages containing publications. First, it tried to find a link where
either its hypertext reference (href ) or its main text contained “publica-
tions” text (e.g. <a href=''https://lirias.kuleuven.be/cv?00''>Publications
</a>). Second, if it could not find such a link, it crawled the main page
and tried to find publications. Finally, while the script crawled through
the publication page or main page, it also tried to find if pagination ex-
ists, with data across several pages. To detect this, the script searched for
the exact text “next” and pagination numbers “1 ” ,“2 ”, until 60, in the
<a>tags since this tag defines a hyperlink, which is used to link from one
page to another. If it found “next” and a number in the same page, it
stored all the related pagination web page links to then crawl each of them
and compare their texts with the indexed records. Figure 3.5 presents a
sample of pagination and its related HTML content from a snippet of a
web page belonging to an author in our dataset.
If the author web page was correctly retrieved by CSE and a page
or pages containing publications were detected, the script started crawling
these related pages. It implemented almost the same approach given in
the last part of Figure 3.4, that is, each record from a cluster was matched
with the texts extracted from an author’s web page. Depending on design
of web page, titles of the publications or full references (e.g. authors, title
or journal name) may have appeared under distinct tags. Therefore, we
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Figure 3.5: A sample pagination case from a web site of an author in our
WoS data.
prepared another text comprised of the author names, title and journal
name (full reference) for each indexed record, in addition to the text with
only title. Both the title and full reference texts were matched with the
texts appearing in the tags. The HTML tags, in which titles or full refer-
ences may appear, included paragraphs (<p>), group members (<span>),
list members (<li>), links (<a>), emphasized text (<em>), table data
(<td>), bold text (<b>), division or section (<div>), bigger than normal
text (<big>) or important text (<strong>).
For the text matching process, we used two similarity score thresholds
since this time we had two texts to match (full reference and title) with the
results obtained from the Web. The first was 0.70 for title matches and the
second was 0.60 for full reference matches. For the latter, we specifically
chose the threshold relying on the results from our previous study (Abdul-
hayoglu and Thijs, 2016). Since we had already identified many common
publications thanks to RG, the results from the CSE could be compared
with the RG results. Both the RG results could be confirmed, and new
correct matches could be identified using the CSE where RG failed.
Figure 3.6 presents a sample workflow of the CSE API implementation.
The workflow starts with a CSE API URL including user credentials under
“key” option and query terms under “q”. A snippet is given in the figure
from the main page of a web site which is returned by the API as the
top result. As seen, there is a link named “Publications” and its related
HTML line is given. When that link is followed, it leads to another page
containing all or some selected publications of the author. In the figure, we
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Figure 3.6: Sample workflow of the CSE API application to match WoS
title (and full reference) with the extracted text.
again give a snippet from that page. For this example, the publications are
found under <p>tags, meaning that each publication is given as a para-
graph. From the related <p>tag, the text is extracted and matched with
WoS title and WoS full reference and cosine similarity scores are calculated
which are 0.58 and 0.89, respectively. So, per these results, the retrieved
text will be retained.
Note that to this point only cases where each CC cluster had more or
equal number of authors than the corresponding RG clusters are included.
When we checked the opposite case, we encountered only one group and
ignored it. This small number resulted from the greedy CCs as we stated
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before. These cases will be dealt with in-depth in future work. In this
paper, we focused on decreasing false positives, thus increasing F scores
for those already formed CC clusters by confirming them with RG&CSE.
3.3 Data
The methodology is applied to a data set of 10,940 publications from the
field of bibliometrics and their 31,983 author names obtained from the
Web of Science Core Collection (Clarivate Analytics). We used a custom
retrieval strategy to extract publications from this bibliographic database
together with abstract, author first name (for some records it might be
only initial rather than full first name), author last name, researcher ID,
e-mail, title of publication, journal or conference name. The selection was
limited to publications indexed between 2005 and 2010.
3.4 Results
22,120 author clusters were derived after the first stage. Most of them
were small sets, about 97.3% of these sets contained not more than 4
publications. After crawling and re-crawling RG, we found that 16,900
(76.4%) sets were correctly created during the first stage. In addition,
the publications in the main dataset received 551,930 citations. Those
publications confirmed in the second stage were cited 377,128 times, which
accounts for 68.33% of all citations. Table 3.5 presents the number of
correct matches after the crawling and re-crawling steps. We observed
that re-crawling RG had a significant effect in retrieving correct matches
which were missed during the first crawl.
The RG re-crawling stage was crucial since it identified papers cited
to almost the same extent as those accessed in the first crawling stage.
Loosening the similarity score threshold resulted in more manual work to
check the matches, however, this enabled more publications to be identified
that had very high impact. To validate the common matches, we reviewed
all 16,900 matches manually to re-check the RG and clustering results.
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Table 3.5: Number of correct matches and citations retrieved in the RG
crawling and RG re-crawling stages.
RG RG
Crawling Re-Crawling Total
Correct
14,997 1,903 16,900
Matches
Citation 189,732 187,396 377,128
During these checks, we noticed that the first stage performed best for
small sets. Stage 2 confirmed the assignment of publications for 77% of
the sets with not more than four publications. For larger sets the complete
correctness of stage 2 dropped to about one quarter for authors with 10 or
more publications. However, for almost 70% of these larger sets, at least
90% of the publications retrieved during stage 1 were confirmed in the
next step. Inspection of the results showed that detecting those records in
smaller clusters and separating them from the larger ones proved to be an
important feature. Given the absence of relevance of these smaller sets in
author level bibliometric analysis, we focused only on those authors having
a least 10 publications detected by CC in the remainder of the study.
3.4.1 Retrieval stage
In our dataset, there are 183 authors with at least 10 publications according
to our CC clustering results. With such a small number of authors were we
able to apply the CSE API and also identify advantages and disadvantages
of each distinct step in our AND procedure: CC clustering, RG or CSE.
Before going further, we manually examined the data for these authors
to create the original clusters for our comparisons. We removed incorrect
records and kept only the authors having at least 10 publications according
to this new clean data. As a result, the baseline original dataset comprised
if 170 authors with 3,428 publications cited 62,479 times based on WoS
indexed records.
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3.4.2 Confirmation stage
3.4.2.1 Crawling RG
Possible flaws in RG must be considered. First, when a publication has
many co-authors, RG might only give a few of them not including the
author in question. This might be problematic for our first RG crawling
stage. Nevertheless, our methodology could still identify them during the
RG re-crawling stage if at least one RG author profile URL was found for
another publication written by the same author. Second, it is possible that
the RG author profile URL might be inaccessible and desired publications
not retrieved from RG. For our dataset, we observed only one such case.
Finally, one author’s publications might appear under multiple RG author
profile URLs. Our method might still cope with this if the different URLs
contain common affiliation information. However, if there are no common
affiliations, it is not possible to detect this issue. Again, in our dataset, we
encountered only a few such cases.
From our observations, RG seems beneficial to prune irrelevant records.
Indeed, it helped us to create our original data set when there was little
overlap between CC and RG results. For example, there were about 20
pairs where the number of common records was less than half of the clus-
tering results (e.g. 2 common but 16 from the CC clustering (13%) or
2 common but 10 from the CC clustering (20%)). Those records might
either stem from RG’s insufficiency or incorrect assignments in the clus-
tering procedure. We saw that for most of the cases CC grouped different
authors within the same cluster mostly due to common last names and
initials (i.e. Wang Y). Even for some cases, all members of a cluster were
distinct. This happened especially for the authors from the Far East is
a well-known problem in AND. In this context, RG seems promising and
might significantly help distinguish such authors. Besides, incorrect data-
base records may also be responsible for incorrect cluster assignments. For
example, we encountered that some identical e-mail addresses were present
for distinct authors. This information is an important component for clus-
tering and obviously, it misled the clustering process.
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During our first RG crawling stage, we confirmed 2,722 (79%) public-
ations with 46,639 (74%) citations.
3.4.2.2 Re-crawling RG
Re-crawling the related authors’ RG profile pages with a less strict match-
ing threshold identified more publications. Even though this introduced
manual work, it was moderate for our data set and proved to be highly
valuable. Through this stage, we accessed 427 (12%) publications with
their 13,544 (21%) citations. As seen, the contribution was mainly on
citations, that is, high impact papers could be confirmed thanks to this
second confirmation stage. As a result, we had identified a total of 3,149
(91%) publications with 60,255 (96%) citations.
3.4.2.3 Google CSE
Apart from RG’s flaws, we would also like to share our experiences on CSE
API’s handicaps. For many authors in our data set, the CSE API did not
identify any web page containing publications and for some other authors
the web page identified only contained a limited selection of publications.
Moreover, for a few authors, we observed that there was a separate pub-
lications page but that page was down. Last but not the least, every web
page has its own design which hampers the ability to develop a system to
access all desired information automatically.
Due to the abovementioned issues, the CSE contribution was quite small.
Through the CSE approach, we only identified 32 publications which RG
failed to access and those 32 publications accounted for 504 citations. Des-
pite this low contribution, the CSE process may still be valuable, especially
for individual based bibliometric analysis. For example, for an author, CSE
identified 2 publications cited 158 times which RG failed to identify. Table
3.6 summarizes the results of our retrieval and confirmation stages.
When the clustering procedure inflates a group by including irrelev-
ant members, RG can suggest correct results by eliminating the irrelevant
ones. Thus, applying common results might be more precise and reliable.
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Table 3.6: Number of correct matches and citations retrieved by RG
crawling, RG re-crawling and Google CSE stages
CC-RG CC-RG CC-Google Total
Crawling Re-Crawling CSE CC-RG&CSE
Correct
2,722 427 32 3,181 (92.79%)
Matches
Citation 46,639 13,544 504 60,687 (97.13%)
However, clustering results may be successful when RG is short of the de-
sired data. When common results are used in such a case, correct results
will be removed from the cluster, decreasing true positives. So, we retained
only those common matches between the CC clustering and RG&CSE res-
ults and checked the overlapping success. In general, we observed that
there was a strong overlap between the two approaches. By applying CC-
RG&CSE jointly, we confirmed 3,181 publications (92.79%) with 60,687
citations (97.13%) in the original data set.
We calculated average pairwise F scores for both approaches, only CC
results vs. original data and CC-RG&CSE joint results vs. original data.
The results showed that when only CC results were used, the average pair-
wise F score was 0.955 while it was 0.947 when common and confirmed
results were used. As seen, the average F scores from the two approaches
were almost the same. However, the results based on the latter approach
present more reliable and precise cluster values since they were confirmed
by two different approaches.
3.4.3 Details for individuals
Even though the overall numbers and percentages look promising, we ex-
amined the success of joint CC-RG&CSE results for each author. For the
CC and RG&CSE approaches, we calculated the percentages of individual
matching success for every author and divided them into 4 groups (0-70,
70-80, 80-90 and 90-100). 0-70 included authors whose accessed and con-
firmed publications’ percentage was at most 70% for each author or 70-80
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included those matches having a success between 70% - 80% and so on.
Figure 3.7 presents the numbers and percentages of the records appearing
in each group.
In the upper left part of the figure, the number of authors in each
group is given. For example, there are 127 (74.71%) authors in the dataset
that have at least 90% of their publications identified when using over-
lapping CCRG&CSE when compared to their original data. The related
percentages are given for each group in the lower left part of the figure.
Additionally, the figure presents the numbers and percentages of citations
for the retrieved data in the right-hand side. For example, thanks to joint
CCRG&CSE results, for 146 authors we identified at least 90% of the
total citations they received when compared to their original citation data
in WoS. As given in the lower right part of the figure, this corresponds to
85.88%.
For those groups, other than 90-100, the overlap between the CC clus-
tering and RG&CSE is relatively low and in most of the cases the CC
clustering found more correct items due to researcher ID or e-mail inform-
ation in WoS. The low overlap happened because some publications were
simply not present in RG or related authors’ web pages. Here we should
mention that those publications not identified can be added to RG by the
author or RG itself in the future. Thus, developing a dynamic system
to keep track of the daily or weekly changes to RG and the web requires
future work. Considering the low overlap, we can intuitively suggest that
when there is a high gap between the clustering and RG&CSE grouping
results, it is worthwhile to check those records manually. Nevertheless, in
our data set, the percentage of low overlap was relatively low.
From the results summarized in Figure 3.7, it seems that the public-
ations confirmed by our approach had relatively higher citations. To see
the details, we investigated how successful the CC-RG&CSE results were
for highly cited versus poorly cited papers. For the identification of these
two citation classes, we applied the CSS methodology developed in our
institute. Figure 3.8 presents the comparative results when the first and
fourth citation class are employed to select the poorly/highly cited papers
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Figure 3.7: Joint results from CC clustering RG&CSE when compared
to the original data for individual authors.
from the original data.
In the left hand side of the figure, when only publications from the
lowest class were taken into consideration to compare the CC-RG&CSE
joint results, for 69,4% of the authors all their papers were identified by our
suggested method. Moreover, for 5.3% of the authors, 90-99% of their ori-
ginal publications were confirmed. However, the results based on highest
citation class were even more promising than the former case. As seen,
for 96.4% of the authors in our dataset, our methodology could identify all
their highly cited papers. These results seem to suggest that the absence of
publications in the author’s individually managed lists is inversely related
to the number of citations that the paper receives. Such behaviour is of
course quite understandable; authors want to make sure that their highly
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cited papers are picked up by whoever is interested in their work. The im-
plication from this observation is that AND procedures only dealing with
publication lists will overestimate the relative citation scores, as the num-
ber of citations is probably more correct than the number of publications.
In other words, from Figure 3.8, it is less likely to find and confirm poorly
cited papers than to reach highly cited papers via RG or CSE. Since the
relative bibliometric indicators are calculated by dividing the number of
citations by the number of publications, there is a risk that relying only
on the confirmed results will inflate the relative citation score due to lack
of poorly cited publications.
Figure 3.8: Joint results from CC clustering RG&CSE when they are
compared to manually validated data in the first and fourth CSS-class.
3.5 Conclusions
AND has been a major concern for individual based bibliometric analysis.
AND has suffered from insufficient or ambiguous data when using data-
bases or digital libraries. In this context, to improve AND results and
obtain more reliable results, we have leveraged external sources. Unlike
previous approaches, we utilized RG which is a social network platform for
academics. To complement the RG data, we exploited Google’s CSE API
in a smaller dataset, due to CSE’s limited free access.
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The data extraction methods were presented in detail. The results from
external sources (RG and Google) were compared with those retrieved us-
ing a graph based machine learning approach, namely, connected compon-
ents (CC). The overlap between the results was evaluated, confirming the
clustering results.
Especially when productive authors are analysed, we observed prom-
ising results when accessing and confirming their publications using ex-
ternal sources. For 74,71% of the original author clusters, we confirmed at
least 90% of the publications. Moreover, for 85,88% of the original clusters,
we reached at least 90% of the citation counts, which is more promising
than accessing publications. Such results show that relatively high impact
papers for the authors can be accessed via these external sources.
Overall, the procedure presented utilises valuable sources to provide im-
portant hints when undertaking AND. In addition, confirming even only
part of the records significantly reduces the manual work required. How-
ever, authors may disregard some of their publications and only place se-
lected or highly cited papers on the Web, so reaching all the publications
via these external sources seems unrealistic. This means our procedure is
unable to obtain complete publication lists. An incomplete bibliographic
profile will also affect bibliometric analysis adversely, since for bibliometric
indicators, such as the mean observed citation rate, relative citation rate
etc., all citations to all publications are needed, otherwise the indicators
may be overestimated.
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Chapter 4
Use of external data to gain
structural information
As stressed several times throughout this dissertation, the focus of sciento-
metrics has shifted away from macro level to micro level evaluation studies
mostly serving for science policy. This perspective shift has affected not
only author related studies but also domain studies. In other words, a
proper subject delineation has become necessary in the presence of high
interdisciplinarity. A proper subject delineation would help either detect
emerging topics or determine correct reference standards for research per-
formance assessments, both of which are very crucial for policy science.
The traditional bibliographic databases, such as Clarivate Analytics
Web of Science (WoS) or Elsevier’s Scopus, provide subject categories at
the journal level. However, subject category of many scientific journals
are too broad introducing lots of noise leading to low precision and ac-
curacy when the intention is to choose set of publications from a specific
subject category. Therefore, such pre-set database information needs to
be broken down into smaller sub-topics to reduce the fuzziness. The sub-
ject delineation has been achieved successfully in the literature by com-
mon reference (citation) links between publications supported by textual
information from abstracts and titles. Despite the success of such hybrid
methods, it might not always possible to find reference links between given
publications while they still come from the same subject class.
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When such inadequacies are present, the textual data found in the
database might not be enough to obtain desired detailed information. Be-
ing aware of this possible shortage, I make use of two external Web sources
to combine with WoS in this chapter. On the one hand, I access and use
textual data from introduction sections of given publications which is not
indexed in WoS. By doing so, I expect to obtain more detailed sub-topics
for a given data set. On the other hand, I use another external source to
validate the found sub-topics. Especially when dealing with unsupervised
tasks, as in our case, it is not always easy to validate clusters (sub-topics)
due to lack of information. In this context, whenever possible, use of
external (Web) sources can be very beneficial in order to control the reli-
ability of the applied method and found sub-topics.
To sum up, the aim is at reducing manual effort when publications
from a specific subject category are to be selected. Leveraging reliable
Web sources, I try to obtain more detailed and validated topics of a given
publications from a medical discipline.
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Abstract
Mapping of science is used to inform science and technology decision-making, including
to better understand and evaluate biomedical research. However, science mapping has
long been limited to utilising small amounts of information, such as abstracts and titles
and references, to classify or label the research topics, limiting the depth or level of
information obtained. Since the number of sources providing full text or other detailed
data about scientific publications is increasing, this study focused on linking data in-
dexed in the Clarivate Analytics Web of Science (WoS) bibliographical database (BDB)
with the external full text sources through Crossref. We used the external textual data
(especially introduction and conclusion sections), along with internal data (titles and
abstracts) to evaluate whether further insight into specific research categories and sub-
topics can be gained. The integrative & complementary medicine subject category was
used in this study as an example. We also compared the science maps produced when
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using two separate methods to process the data. To draw the science maps, we extrac-
ted noun phrases (NPs) from the text sources using a natural language processing tool,
Stanford NLP and calculated their co-occurrence in the dataset. In comparison, we
obtained the medical subject headings (MeSH) for the same text sources using the MTI
provided by U.S. National Library of Medicine and then calculated the co-occurrence of
the MeSH terms to reproduce the maps. The results suggest that titles and abstracts
provide sufficient information to detect detailed sub-topics in the integrative & comple-
mentary medicine field. In addition, the maps drawn based on MeSH terms are in line
with the ones based on NPs extracted from titles and abstracts. Although adding canon-
ical sections to title and abstract data does not help detect new topics, the introduction
section does provide more detailed information for several topic clusters.
4.1 Introduction
4.1.1 Objective
The objective of this study is to investigate the added value of using addi-
tional external information when compared to only use titles and abstracts
to map topics within the subject category (SC) of a medical field.
4.1.2 Science mapping
Mapping of science is used to inform science and technology decision-
making, including to better understand and evaluate biomedical research.
However, science mapping has long been limited to utilising small amounts
of information, such as abstracts and titles and references, to classify or la-
bel the research topics, limiting the depth or level of information obtained.
Since the number of open-access scientific publications has been grow-
ing and full text scientific papers are available through several online plat-
forms such as arXiv, CiteSeer (Wu, 2014) or Crossref (Abdulhayoglu &
Thijs, 2015). This enables researchers to more easily leverage the potential
of the full text offering more complete sources of data (Shah et al., 2003).
In bibliometrics and information science, citation and abstract databases
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are often used such as Clarivate Analytics Web of Science (WoS) or El-
seviers Scopus. However, these databases do not offer full text. Therefore,
combining the information from these databases with open online plat-
forms might pave the way for more detailed and comprehensive analyses
of research topics.
Previous mapping studies have demonstrated that textual information
can be added to traditional citation-link based techniques, to improve clus-
tering results (Gla¨nzel & Thijs, 2011a) and detect emerging topics in the
life sciences, applied sciences and social sciences Gla¨nzel & Thijs (2011b).
Meanwhile, Boyack & Klavans (2010) observed the most accurate clus-
tering solution for their biomedical corpus by using titles, abstracts and
MeSH terms for the textual part and citation links in their hybrid method.
Furthermore, Glenisson et al. (2005) showed that full text could have an
added value in comparison to abstract and title combination when map-
ping disciplines and subfields. With the rise of natural language processing
(NLP) applications, such hybrid approaches have been improved. For ex-
ample, Thijs et al. (2015), in his hybrid clustering task, extracted noun
phrases (NPs) and their corresponding multi-word shingles of the titles
and abstracts. He observed that applying NLP significantly improved the
hybrid clustering results.
Even through hybrid approaches have shown success, there are many
cases were similar publications have no or a few common references which
leads to very low citation-linking in bibliographic coupling. If using this
citation-link data to inform the mapping the small set of common refer-
ences leads to a sparse network thus to low network connectivity. In such
situations, additional external information may need to be sought as the
information found in titles and abstracts maybe insufficient to outline de-
tailed topic maps.
Lo´pez-Herrera et al. (2009) stated that co-term analysis is a suitable
and powerful technique to provide insight into subfields of a SC through
bibliometric maps. Furthermore, Bo¨rner et al. (2003) featured that sub-
fields can be characterized by some keywords and groups can be formed
based on those common terms which supports the idea of using co-occurred
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terms, which have been applied successfully in different fields (Leydesdorff
& Zhou (2008); Bailo´n-Moreno (2006); Mun˜oz-Leiva et al. (2012)).
To our knowledge, science mapping studies that employ scientific paper
section data for classification are rare. Even though Sinclair & Webber
(2004) observed that sections had no added value on their classification
task, Hakenberg (2005) showed that the introduction section improved
prediction performance. In addition to text classification studies, Shah et
al. (2003) found that the abstract is not the only part in a paper that
carries all keywords. They found that each section offers keywords spe-
cific to itself, and thus the introduction and the conclusion sections are
the other essential sections to be mined for textual information. Simil-
arly, Galeas et al. (2009) also stated that the abstract, introduction and
conclusion sections yield the most condensed information on the content
of scientific papers. While, Alexandrov et al. (2005) and Pinto et al.
(2006) stated that abstracts contain important terms but with very low
frequencies, which may be insufficient to obtain detailed clusters or maps.
4.2 Methods and materials
4.2.1 Data source and data retrieval
In Abdulhayoglu & Thijs (2015) we presented details about Crossref and
how to access full texts freely via this source. In this study, we used the
full text data in XML format accessed by that study.
In addition, full texts of the publications are mostly provided in the
form of PDF files which makes detecting sections difficult. Among the
publishers providing full texts, we observed that Hindawi Publishing Cor-
poration (HPC) was the only one providing full text in the form of highly
structured XML documents. As a result, we used only those publications
from HPC with CC-BY licences in the form of XML documents. An ex-
ample of those XML documents can be accessed by clicking the following
link:
http://downloads.hindawi.com/journals/sv/2014/104347.xml.
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From each XML file, we extracted the title and DOI of the publication
and matched it to the WoS record. If we found the identical DOI, we
confirmed this match, by comparing the titles from the two sources using
Kondrak’s Levenshtein measure (Abdulhayoglu et al., 2016). This measure
uses character n-grams and takes into account their positions, with higher
scores confirming a match. As in previous research (Abdulhayoglu & Thijs,
2015), we only retained pairs having higher than 0.90 similarity. After the
title matching procedure, we extracted textual data from the sections. As
seen in the sample XML document given above, the section titles are given
under <title>tags found under section (<sec>) tags. Figure 4.1 shows a
sample XML text including this section information from the given link.
Figure 4.1: A sample snippet including some sections information from
an open-access XML document of HPC.
For each publication indexed by the BDB, we extracted raw text from
each section separately along with their section titles. Numbers and punc-
tuations were removed from the titles (i.e. 1. Introduction→ Introduction
or 5. Conclusion → Conclusion) and only those sections with introduc-
tion and conclusion titles were retained.
To sum up, above-mentioned data selection procedure relies on retriev-
ing publications under CC-BY license in the XML format where raw texts
of the introduction and conclusion sections could be extracted. After re-
trieving the data, we retained only those publications whose journals are
assigned only one WoS subject category (SC). As a result, we included
1,082 publications from the Integrative & Complementary Medicine (ICM)
SC having the highest number of publications (N=1,082) available com-
pared to other SCs. In addition, in the WoS database, the current journal
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based classification of the ICM field does not provide further detail on its
sub-fields or themes.
4.2.2 Data extraction
We first used Stanford NLP to extract NPs from the dataset texts. In ad-
dition, we extracted the multi-word shingles they contained as suggested
by Thijs (2015). This means, for example, that for an extracted term like
“coronary heart disease”, we also retained its shingles including, “coronary
heart” and “heart disease”. We removed any shingles if they started or
ended with a stop word (i.e. and, the, as, etc.).
Besides using the terms extracted via Stanford NLP, we also used an-
other source to obtain Medical Subject Headings (MeSH) to draw science
maps. MeSH provides a robust medical vocabulary thesaurus for top-
ics in medicine related fields. We used the Medical Text Indexer (MTI)
(https://ii.nlm.nih.gov/MTI/index.shtml) to obtain MeSH terms for the
textual dataset. This service was used by accessing the Web API. An
important feature about this service is that MTI may recommend MeSH
terms not explicitly found in the text depending on its machine logic. As
a result, we applied MTI not as a tool to extract informative terms but
also as an additional external source.
Since in bibliometrics, bibliographic coupling is often combined with
textual data, as a hybrid method to provide additional information when
clustering topics, we performed the bibliographic coupling of this dataset.
However the bibliographic coupling was not included in the topic mapping
for the reasons presented in Appendix II.
4.2.3 Mapping of topics
Once all the terms were retrieved, we constructed a co-occurrence matrix
of all the term pairs with their frequencies for both the NLP and MeSH
datasets. We then applied these similarities and mapped the results using
VOSviewer’s clustering and mapping approach, to create a map based on
network data. Before drawing the co-occurrence map, the VOSviewer tool
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shows the terms and lets the user remove undesirable terms manually or
through the use of a thesaurus. Using this feature we pruned uninformat-
ive or noisy terms such as: proposed method, data analysis, sample size, etc.
The use of different threshold values, which determined the link strength
and inclusion or removal of more weakly co-occurring terms, were also
evaluated and we selected the best maps considering the legibility and
meaningfulness of the clusters.
4.3 Results
4.3.1 Mapping results based on MeSH terms
Figure 4.2 presents 10 clusters. Those clusters and their brief explanations
are given below.
Cluster 1: It stands in the centre of the map presenting Traditional
Chinese Medicine (TCM) and Chinese herbal drugs.
Cluster 2: As being a key component of TCM (Liu et al., 2013),
acupuncture and its derivatives, such as electroacupuncture form this
cluster. Additionally, pain management and a few other related
terms, such as pain, pain threshold and myofascial pain syndrome
shows up in this cluster with a relatively higher weights.
Cluster 3: This cluster summarizes psychology related terms. Of
those, meditation, yoga and massage come forward. Moreover, some
disorders also appear, such as depression, psychological stress and
fibromyalgia.
Cluster 4: This cluster includes the terms related to bone diseases.
Osteoporosis disease and related terms are mentioned several times
in the cluster.
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Figure 4.2: The co-occurrence map based on MeSH terms extracted from
titles and abstracts (The more the term occurs, the bigger the font size it
has on the map. The terms co-occurring more will appear more closely on
the map.).
Cluster 5: Obesity and diabetes related terms are found in this
cluster.
Cluster 6: Cancer related terms from the cluster. The types of
cancers found in this cluster are, brain, prostate, breast, colon, lung,
liver, bladder, pancreas and colorectal.
Cluster 7: Inflammation related terms gather in this cluster. Sepsis
along with lung (asthma) and skin diseases (eczema, atopic dermatitis)
are present in the cluster.
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Cluster 8: This cluster presents the terms revolving around anti-
bacterial effects of alternative or complementary medicine. It informs
that dental, oral or staphylococcal infections are the types of possible
diseases.
Cluster 9: In this relatively small cluster, gastric terms come to-
gether. Stomach ulcer shows up at the centre of it.
Cluster 10: As the last cluster formed via extracted MeSH terms
from the titles and abstracts of the publications, this cluster presents
brain related terms. We observe that it brings two types of diseases
together, namely cognitive diseases and blood flow disorders. For
the former, it gives Parkinson and Alzheimer while the latter gives
brain (cerebral) ischemia.
When creating the science maps based on the MeSH terms extracted from
not only titles and abstracts but also introduction and conclusion sec-
tions, we again observed all the same clusters as given above. In addition,
there was an additional cluster which could be labelled as heart related
diseases. It contains terms such as, myocardial infarction (heart attack),
cardiovascular diseases, coronary artery diseases, etc. Some of these terms
also existed in the maps based on MeSH terms extracted only from ab-
stracts and titles. However, their frequencies were very low and they were
scattered in the map. Hence, they were not salient in a formed cluster.
When the introduction and conclusion sections were added, those terms
appeared significantly more frequently resulting in an additional cluster
(Figure 4.3).
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Figure 4.3: An additional cluster (cardiovascular and heart diseases)
based on the co-occurrence of MeSH terms extracted from the title, abstract,
introduction and conclusion sections.
4.3.2 Mapping results based on the terms obtained via Stan-
ford NLP
The mapping results based on the terms extracted only from titles and
abstracts are given in Figure 4.4 and Figure B1 in Appendix III for a
better legibility. Figure 4.4 presents an overall view of the clusters. Note
that, in the figure, the group numbered 1 is not a cluster from our original
results. Since it is not legible and some clusters appear under this group
which can be clearly seen when zoomed in, we number it as 1 whose details
will be given in detail in other figures in Appendix III. Nevertheless, it gives
an idea that Traditional Chinese Medicine stands in the centre of the map
and cancer cluster is salient in the group.
Cluster 2: As previously seen, this group revolves around acupunc-
ture. Some types of acupuncture, such as laser and sham, can be
seen in the details of the cluster. Furthermore, a small but salient
cluster is formed including back pain where acupuncture is a popu-
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Figure 4.4: The co-occurrence map based on the terms extracted from
titles and abstracts via Stanford NLP.
lar form of treatment (Cherkin et al., 2009). These topics are in line
with the Cluster 2 from identified using MeSH terms as described in
the previous subsection[4.3.1].
Cluster 3: This cluster groups Chinese herbal medicine with burn
wounds together. Burn and wound healing are also present among
the MeSH terms in the previous subsection [4.3.1]. However, the fre-
quencies are very low and the terms are too scattered which hampers
the formation of a cluster.
Cluster 4: This cluster presents the terms associated with heart
diseases. Thanks to NPs and their multi-word shingles, there ap-
pear many meaningful term pairs leading to a separate cluster with
only the use of terms from the titles and abstracts.
Cluster 5: Although not obvious at first sight, this cluster groups
the terms relating to cognitive brain disorders.
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Cluster 6: Like Cluster 3 given in the previous sub-section [4.3.1],
this cluster gathers some terms, such as yoga, tai chi, stress reduc-
tion, relating to psychological issues.
Below, we give the details about the clusters the group 1 contains in figure
4.4. Those clusters are better viewed in the figures B2-B6 in Appendix III.
Of those, figure B2 presents 5 clusters whose details are given below.
Cluster 1: This cluster presents a sub-topic which we have not seen
so far. It gives some terms associating with Korean medicine, such as
Sasang Constitutional Medicine (SCM). SCM is based on Confucian-
ism and Yin and Yang theory which substantially differentiates it
from Chinese medicine based on Taoist belief (http://www.traditiona
lmedicine.net.au/sasang.htm).
Cluster 2: The terms Hepatitis B and liver appear as the dominant
terms forming a meaningful cluster. These terms are also present as
MeSH terms in the previous sub-section[4.3.1]. However, due to few
terms and weak links, a separate higher-level cluster was not formed.
Cluster 3: Presents rheumatoid arthritis activity of alternative
medicine.
Cluster 4: Presents wound healing activity of alternative medicine.
Cluster 5: This cluster obesity and diabetes related
Figure B3 continues giving details of the clusters.
Cluster 6: Bone related diseases.
Cluster 7: Inflammation related terms gather. Like in the previous
sub-section [4.3.1], lung and skin disorders resulting from inflamma-
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tion can be seen under this cluster.
Cluster 8: Gastric disorders.
Cluster 9: Liver injuries and hepatoprotection (ability to prevent
damage to liver) effect of alternative medicine.
Figure 4.5: A part of a cluster (cardiovascular and heart diseases) based
on the co-occurrence of NPs extracted from titles, abstracts, introductions
and conclusions.
In figure B3, Cluster 3 and 4 are not legible. To this end, we give their
zoomed-in views in figure B4 and B5. As our final cluster in this sub-
section, figure B6 presents terms associating with cerebral ischemia like
Cluster 10 given in the previous sub-section.
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When we extracted and used the terms from introduction and conclu-
sion sections in addition to their corresponding titles and abstracts, all
the topics found in previous sub-sections were again identified. In addi-
tion, we observed that all the formed clusters were represented with more
detailed terms. For example, in the cardiovascular diseases cluster, we
saw many terms related to platelet aggregation, anti-platelet therapy, anti-
platelet activity, etc. These terms appeared together with other terms
from the cluster, such as cardiovascular diseases, cardiovascular system,
cardiovascular event, etc. more frequently due to including terms from the
introduction section. Figure 4.5 shows that specific cluster.
Such detail was not present when only abstracts and titles were ap-
plied. The main reason for this was that the use of an alternative drug
may be mentioned for a specific disease in the abstract as the main topic
of the study, whereas the drug’s or related components’ effects on other
diseases may be mentioned in introduction as background information. We
observed similar cases in about ten publications in our dataset. For ex-
ample, Chen et al. (2012) studied liver microsomes when using a Chinese
drug. The authors gave some more general details about the medicine in
the introduction. As a result more term pairs, which do not exist in the
abstract and the title, could be retrieved including for example:
cardiovascular disease - platelet aggregation
cardiovascular disease - antiplatelet effect
cardiovascular outcome - antiplatelet effect
cardiovascular outcome - platelet aggregation
In the maps drawn based on abstract and title data, we could see
the platelet aggregation term very close to wound healing related terms
which makes sense due to its important role in coagulation. On the other
hand, there was no clear link for the relation between platelet aggregation
and heart failure or cardiovascular diseases.
As a second example, we obtained more details on the cluster associ-
ated with acupuncture. In that cluster we observed two different parts.
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First, due to the data coming from the introduction section, many terms
appeared, such as stomach meridian, liver meridian, mesenteric artery
etc. providing more detail about this connection network. In the other
maps based on abstracts and titles, only the term meridians was present.
Secondly, close to meridian related terms, there were other terms concern-
ing the bonghan duct, which is part of Traditional Korean Medicine whose
circulatory system can be seen as an extension to acupuncture meridians
(Soh, 2009). Reviewing the abstracts and introductions, we encountered
two reasons why this might occur. First, the terms used in the abstracts
were not standard, that is, some authors used the term Primo Vascular
Systems whereas some others used Primo Vessels, which are both related
to the bonghan duct system. On the other hand, in the related publica-
tions’ introduction sections, there were many common terms with higher
frequencies, such as bonghan duct or alcian blue stain, which were scarce or
non-existent in abstracts and titles. Figure B7 presents the two mentioned
groups in the acupuncture cluster.
4.3.3 Summary of lessons learned
Full-text access is not always that easily accessible. When we tried to ac-
cess and mine the content provided by Elsevier in Crossref, we realized that
an additional TDM agreement had to be made between Elsevier and our
institution. So this means that case by case agreements must still be made
with some publishers even though they provide the required full text info.
Therefore, it was easier to access full-text from publishers using a creative
commons license (CC-BY) which encourages the reuse and distribution of
content.
From previous experiences and testing of both OpenNLP and Stan-
ford NLP parsing algorithms on a subset of abstracts from the dataset, we
observed that OpenNLP failed to extract many important NPs that were
extracted from Stanford NLP. Therefore we used Stanford NLP to extract
NPs from given texts. Since these tools were not designed to extract text
from scientific publications, especially from complex sentences often oc-
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curring in abstracts or titles, using data from other sections increases the
possibility of extracting informative terms.
Including terms from the introduction and conclusion sections will in-
crease the identification of informative terms since they contain many com-
mon terms with higher frequencies than in abstracts alone. In contrast
terms from the introduction and conclusion sections will also increase the
identification of uninformative terms such as, systematic review or advers
event. Such terms have to be removed from the datasets since they intro-
duce substantial noise.
4.3.4 Potential breadth of application
We believe that this study presents a novel comparison of methods, as well
as an efficient process, to map science and detect sub-topics in science,
which could be used by others in health related disciplines to gain further
understanding of the topics covered in their field of research, especially
when limited data is available.
4.4 Conclusions
Our mapping results suggest that titles and abstracts provide adequate
information to detect detailed sub-topics for a given scientific field. On
the other hand, for some topic clusters, more detailed information is re-
trieved especially when introduction sections are used along with titles and
abstracts.
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Crossref
Figure S1 shows the numbers and shares of all full-text records and full-
text records with only CC rights which can be accessed via Crossref from
the year 2002 onwards. As seen on the left hand side, there has been a
continuous rise in the numbers of full-texts and today there are more than
20 million records available. On the other hand, when shares are in ques-
tion there has obviously been a decreasing trend. As for full-text records
with CC licensing, an increasing trend has been observed in terms of both
numbers and shares.
Figure S1: Number and share of all full-text records and full-text records
with creative common(CC) license.
From the right upper hand side of the figure, there appears a slow in-
crease until 2011 after which a steep rise is observed. Hence, one can access
and mine around 350 thousands full text publications without needing any
additional amendment requirement. However, despite a steep increase in
recent years, the share is still very low. In his paper, Van Noorden (2014)
had stated that he expected number of academic contents to be mined
would increase in time. Figure S1 confirms such expectations and in this
context Crossref seems an important hub to collect the data.
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4.6 Appendix II. Bibliographic coupling
By comparing common references between the publications we found that
for the 1,082 papers, 1,604 pairs had at least one common reference.
Table S1: Distribution of common references and their corresponding
average bibliographic coupling (BC)
# of # of Freq of
comm Freq of Avg comm comm Avg
refs comm refs % BC refs refs % BC
1 1154 71.9 0.02 10 2 0.12 0.239
2 217 13.5 0.04 11 5 0.31 0.133
3 88 5.49 0.06 12 1 0.06 0.163
4 44 2.74 0.08 13 3 0.19 0.148
5 36 2.24 0.10 14 1 0.06 0.101
6 19 1.18 0.10 15 2 0.12 0.245
7 12 0.75 0.15 17 1 0.06 0.262
8 11 0.69 0.17 60 1 0.06 0.513
9 6 0.37 0.17 68 1 0.06 0.525
Table S1 gives all the observed number of common references for our
dataset. As seen, more than 70% of the pairs had only one common ref-
erence with a very low average BC (0.018), with only a few pairs having
relatively high BC. Apart from those pairs having a BC, we also observed
that there were 404,750 pairs with no common reference at all, as well
as, no common terms in their abstracts. However, for example, one of
those pairs with no common terms in their abstracts contained the com-
mon terms below in their introduction and conclusion sections.
systemat review, advers event, narrow therapeut,
green tea, herbal supplement, plasma concentr
drug interact, atrial fibril, dietari supplement,
therapeut index, narrow therapeut index, herbal medicin,
cardiovascular diseas.
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Among the stemmed terms given above, there appear general and spe-
cific terms which might be useful when forming the clusters based on the
co-occurrences of terms. Overall, since there are many publication pairs
having either low or no BCs at all. This tells us that a hybrid approach,
whose success is already known in the literature, presented in the introduc-
tion section [4.1], will rely mostly on the textual data found in abstracts
and titles to identify publication or topic pairs. This leads us to expect that
adding introduction and conclusion sections as external data to titles and
abstracts would result in more connections with informative terms between
the publications. As a result, the NP or MeSH terms from external data
might provide more detailed clusters leading to a better understanding of
the SC.
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Figure B2: Co-occurrence maps found under the group 1 given by Figure
4.4.
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Figure B5: A co-occurrence map found under the group 1 given by Figure
4.4.
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Figure B6: A co-occurrence map found under the group 1 given by Figure
4.4.
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General Conclusion
The original task of bibliometrics was to monitor, describe, model and
measure the scientific processes or communications when the field emerged.
While the science has shifted from little science to big science where re-
search is expensive and conducted by large teams, there appeared a need
for quantitative assessment tools for scientific researches. The success and
growing popularity of bibliometrics is associated with its applications to
science policy and in time it became an inevitable service for evaluation
studies. As a result, the field’s perspective has shifted from analyzing and
modelling scientific communication to providing tools for benchmarking
and evaluating research performance with giving more emphasis to the
meso and micro level assessments including individuals, teams or institu-
tions.
The evaluation tasks for science policy, especially for individuals, have
no tolerance to missing or incorrect information. Results based on solid
methods with complete data are utmost important. Despite the existence
of very successful cutting-edge information retrieval services, they are not
fully capable of meeting the needs of the evaluation tasks. All the state-
of-the-art applications from computer science are serving for bibliometrics
significantly, however, it is still impossible to obtain perfect results under
the fuzziness and noisiness in the field. Therefore, in the field’s contem-
porary role, manual work will always be necessary in order for maximum
precision and accuracy.
Due to massive growth of scientific knowledge, low standard data or
high interdisciplinarity, the required manual work part is becoming harder
and harder. The most extensive traditional bibliographic databases, such
as Clarivate Analytics Web of Science (WoS) or Elsevier’s Scopus, have
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crucial shortages of necessary data for bibliometrics. On the other hand,
many sources, such as digital libraries, the Web, specific databases, so-
cial media platforms etc., have been growing in numbers. Combination of
different sources can mitigate the manual work by reaching more detailed
data. As a result, we can partly automate procedures or validate results
by means of combining different sources.
Considering the needs of the field, in this dissertation, I address four
different topics in which I focus on combining WoS with external sources.
In the first chapter, I address identification of authors whose publications
are given in CVs or publications lists (PLs). Since WoS is not capable
of perfectly identifying given authors with its existing data, such external
sources are very helpful for the task. Remember that we have no tolerance
to miss out any publication of authors or to assign wrong publications to
authors. Even though CVs or PLs are very helpful, they lack of standard,
that is, every different author might present their publications arbitrarily.
This hampers to easily combine such low standard external sources with
traditional databases. So in the end, there is a need to bridge low standard
data with relatively high standard one, that is WoS in our case, to carry
out productivity and impact analysis for given authors. In this context, a
text matching system is developed based on character n-grams which are
successful to deal with misspelled, erroneous or missing data. I observe
that the method is helpful to automate the identifications task and reduce
the manual work to a certain level. Indeed, we have been actively using
the procedure at our institute, The Centre for Research & Development
Monitoring (ECOOM), in Leuven. It has automated our tasks by 70-80%
allowing us to conduct a meticulous manual work with less number of
people in a reasonable time.
In the second chapter, I propose a text matching system which can
be seen as an extension to the one presented in the first chapter. At
this time, the proposed system can deal with much larger data sets unlike
the previous method. My main goal is to match WoS and Scopus at the
paper level which is, to my best knowledge, the first attempt with such
large data. Since both sources index different features, combining the two
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most extensive databases in the field might pave the way for accessing
more detailed data, e.g. co-author, address, region, key-words etc. In this
chapter, while showing the possibility of matching that large data through
a big data framework, I aim at measuring the overlap of the two sources.
This has been of the interest of researchers and always carried out with
journal information which has crucial shortages. The study reveals that
the suggested system is very effective in obtaining matching suggestions in
a very short time period. This allows the user to complement missing or
erroneous records in a database with the data found in another in a quite
manageable time.
In the third chapter, I again address author identification in WoS, but
this time when having no CV or PL sources. For a data set containing
almost all the authors from scientometrics field, authors are tried to be
distinguished. Since WoS lacks of providing reliable data, external sources
can contribute to get robust results as needed by science policy. While an-
other reliable database can be used as I show in the previous chapter, some
possible Web sources can be leveraged to improve or validate the results.
This is important to reduce the manual work, especially when the number
of authors to be distinguished is high. I use the most popular social me-
dia platform, ResearchGate (RG), to reach the authors’ online publication
lists to validate the results obtained when only WoS data are used. Even
though the used data come from a very narrow discipline, almost all the
relatively productive authors in the field have a RG profile page including
their publication lists. Extracting those publications and validate WoS
results with them has a significant contribution. Even for some authors,
especially having very common surnames, wrong assignments are pruned
by means of RG data. This enables to not only reduce manual effort to
validate but also increase the precision. In addition, when RG fails, Web
sites of the authors are tried to be reached to obtain missing information.
Despite the advantages of RG, I should point out that authors are prone
to present their selective and high impact papers in the Internet and thus
one should be cautious and not fully rely on such data. The results are
quite promising and my expectations are high for the use of RG for other
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broader and more popular disciplines.
In the last chapter, I deal with subject delineation which becomes
more important due the perspective shift of bibliometrics. Traditional
bibliographic databases provide scientific journals’ subject categories very
broadly and coarsely which is most of the time insufficient under the pres-
ence of high interdisciplinarity. To set the correct benchmarks and refer-
ence standards for lower level aggregations, a proper subject delineation
is crucial. If only existing categories in the databases are relied on, a lot
of noise with undesired papers is introduced leading to more manual work
to prune irrelevant ones. In this context, I suggest an approach to reach
some external textual data for WoS to be used to retrieve more detailed
sub-topics of given medical subject category. I try to benefit from data in
introduction sections of publications whose titles and abstracts are already
indexed in WoS. Additionally, extracting MeSH terms for the same public-
ations from another external Web source, I aim at validating drawn science
maps showing detailed topics. Though I do not observe a significant con-
tribution of external textual data, this study should be treated as research
in progress, and thus there is room for future studies. Nevertheless, I show
that for medical disciplines there are beneficial Web sources which can be
used for the purpose of validation which promotes the reliability of map-
ping results.
To sum up, the use of bibliometrics for science policy has the highest
responsibility to deliver sophisticated and accurate quantitative tools for
the assessments since funding or promotions are granted to individuals or
teams based on these evaluations. Due to this fact, the assessment stud-
ies will always require manual efforts. In this dissertation, I suggest four
different procedures for four different challenges the field has been facing.
And I experience reduced manual efforts in identifying, assigning, cleaning
or validating retrieved results. Though the challenges and the procedures
presented in this dissertation are not unique, bibliometrics with its con-
temporary role for science policy can definitely benefit from using different
data sources to bring all the possible necessary data together. To this end,
more systems are needed to combine sources to be used for evaluations.
Future Work
This dissertation shows some ways of interacting Clarivate Analytics Web
of Science (WoS), which is one of the most applied traditional database in
the field, with possible external sources in order to deal with some chal-
lenges scientometrics has been facing. As I have already mentioned, those
are not the only ways or sources to be combined. There have been, and
will be, many different sources and ways to handle bibliographical issues.
For future studies, while the presented methods in this dissertation can be
improved, other sources and methods can be employed for scientometrics
in its science policy tasks.
First of all, although LSH has proved efficient for text matching task in
order to match WoS and Scopus and measure the overlap between them,
it has been applied only to the papers published in 2011. My future aim
is to carry out a complete work by involving all the papers in the BDBs.
The approach will be capable of handling this requirement with the use
of some Web services, such as Amazon Web Services or High Performance
Computers.
Second, for author name disambiguation (AND) process, ResearchG-
ate has proved to have valuable information which helps for validation or
to detect and eliminate incorrect items from author clusters. However, I
have experienced that authors are prone to present their selected or high
impact papers in the Web environment which might lead to eliminate cor-
rect items from the clusters. This is a big problem for bibliometrics since
it will lead to wrong relative indicators if only such Web sources are relied
on. To this end, such confirmation process can be applied to a selected
author names, for example, only to common names. In addition, our AND
approach only deals with reducing false positives but says nothing about
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false negatives. The study can be improved accordingly. These still remain
as a future task for us to examine.
Third, in the last chapter, I have observed some added values of ex-
ternal textual data, extracted from introduction and conclusion sections
of scientific papers, on science maps. Components by means of a Natural
Language Processing (NLP) tool or some medical specific terms (MeSH)
have served well for our limited data. However, NLP tools are not basic-
ally designed for scientific texts and might not be that successful in every
case. To this end, different frontier techniques from computer science (CS)
can be applied. For example, CS and some other related fields have been
recently enjoying the success of deep learning in text mining thanks to the
advencements in image recognition. Such techniques can be applied for
bibliometric inferences.
The last chapter addresses one way of accessing detailed external in-
formation to gain structural insight. In the information era, the sources
which can be involved in bibliometric studies are many and growing in
numbers. This leaves plenty of room for future experiments for the field,
such as comparing section similarities, sentiment analysis for citations or
plagiarism detection.
As for reliable data sources for text and data mining, Crossref is a very
valuable data hub providing channels to access hundreds-thousands of full
texts for free from prominent and big publishers. Some publishers provide
data in XML format as I have also benefited. However, full texts are mostly
provided in PDF format and processing them and extracting data are not
an easy task. Successfully and reliably extracting data from this format
will pave the way for accessing more data. In addition to digital libraries or
other structured data sources, collecting data through Web crawling will
be so valuable. Although this introduces challenges to reach clean data,
the retrieved data might be so beneficial to complement traditional BDBs.
All such data source related issues are also part of our future goals.
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